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A real 'Class Act'

Public Safety
raids empty
townhouse
BY ANDREW CHAPIN

Saturday, Sept. 22, 12:07 a.m.
A narcotics violation occurred at the
townhouses. The Fairfield Police Department was called.
While this would appear to be just
another snippet of the week's Crime
Beat, these 13 words do not begin to
tell the story, which could adversely
affect on-campus students.
Early that Saturday morning Public Safety officers entered townhouse
115, where they would find 21 articles
in violation of University policy, including multiple pieces of drug paraphernalia.
But what the Crime Beat blurb
doesn't reveal is that not one person
was home at the time of the search,
leaving open the question of why Public Safety entered in the first place.
The issue was recently resolved,
after over two months of deliberation.
One student was suspended for the
upcoming spring semester, another
forced to live off campus and the other
five reassigned to Claver.
With regard to searches, the 2007SEE "PELAZZA" ON P.
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Jack McNamara/ The Mirror

Playing with poetry: Theatre Fairfield continues its 17-year tradition with 'A Class Act,' which includes poetry readings and performances
written and performed by Fairfield students. For the review, see "Theater and poetry unite" on p.10.

Senators reject FUSA president's
nominee for secretary of communications
were kept anonymous.
Brackeen, who is the current diversity
director for IRHA, was presented to the
Darryl Brackeen Jr. '10 — FUSA Presi- Senate by Brittany Fusillo' 11, to replace the
dent Hutch Williams '08's nominee for the position left vacant by Kara Ackerman '08,
Senate's secretary of communicawho resigned.
tions — was refused confirmation
Since Rich was on the sixlast week for the position.
member review committee along
In the weekly Sunday evewith Ackerman, Vice Chair Ashley
ning FUSA Senate meeting, the
Close '08 presided over the meetSenate voted 15-12 against Bracing.
keen, with five abstentions.
The committee consisted of the
The Senate used its executive
two Senate members, two judicial
privilege to close the vote to the
branch members and two execupublic.
tive members, one of whom was
According to Senate Chair
Williams.
BRACKEEN
Tim Rich '08, the discussion in"I believe the Senate felt that
volved FUSA personnel matters. The votes Darryl didn't have enough experience," said
BY CHRISTOPHER HALISKOE

Williams.
When nominating Brackeen, Williams
said he was "looking for someone to motive
the Web site [and] we felt that Darryl had
those qualities."
Williams said that Brackeen was fitting
for the position because of his personable
demeanor.
Brackeen said he was surprised by the
vote because he felt that he was "qualified,
if not over qualified."
"Back home I was the assistant director
of communications for my church, and I feel
I would have been a good fit here because of
my relations to different groups," he said.
Brackeen said the nomination process
was fair but that he should have been able to
represent himself in the Senate meeting.

Tutor shortage at Writing Center
BY MICHELLE MORRISON

Seven tutors and one Writing Center
for 3,941 students.
This semester, the Fairfield Writing Center faces rising numbers of students in need.
At the same time, the Writing Center staff has
dropped from 11 tutors to only seven.
"We're just feeling the pressure of having all of our slots filled," said Alexandra
Gross '09, a tutor since the fall of her sophomore year and current assistant managing
editor of The Mirror.
Beth Boquet, former director of the

Writing Center and co-author of "The Everyday Writing Center" went on sabbatical
during spring 2007 and did not teach ENW
290: Writing and Responding, the class
that normally preps students to become tutors. This, combined with one current tutor
studying abroad, left the Writing Center in
need of tutors.
Meanwhile, student use of the Writing
Center continues to climb. The number of
appointments made during the 2006-2007
school year — 1,532 — increased by 33 percent since the 2003-2004 academic year.
Boquet, who has overseen the writing

center since 1994, said she did not foresee a
staffing problem when she left on sabbatical.
"I wasn't that concerned," she said.
"We've had that many in the past."
While on sabbatical, Boquet learned
of an opening in the College of Arts and
Sciences for the position of assistant dean.
Before applying for the job, she consulted
Betsy Bowen, English professor and current
acting director and former interim director
of the Writing Center, to see if she would
fill in at the Writing Center.
SEE "TUTORS" ON P.
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Ex-CEO,
alum rebuilds
image
BY CHRISTINA STODDARD

Joseph Berardino '72 sees parallels
between leadership and classic Greek
tragedies. "There are incredible calamities," he said recently in an interview
with The Mirror, "but the focus is not that
there was trouble, but what you did with
it, where you went from there."
Berardino is still remembered in
business circles for one major calamity:
He was CEO of Anderson Worldwide,
one of the "Big 5" accounting firms, at
the time when one of its biggest clients,
Enron, collapsed in 2002 in what was
one of the largest bankruptcy scandals
in U.S. history, leaving many people
unemployed.
"I was the CEO of the company, and
when we got in trouble 1 was the voice
of our firm," said Berardino, who tried
mightily to explain the situation to both
the media and Congress. "In a crisis, the
only thing you can do is lead with your
values; you can't cover up or spin it."
After graduating from Fairfield
in 1972 with a degree in accounting,
Berardino joined Arthur Andersen. He
stayed active in the University community, becoming a member of the Board
of Trustees in 1992. Meanwhile, he also
moved up the ranks at Andersen, making
SEE "BERARDINO" ON P.
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Globetrotters: More Fairfield grads accepting jobs overseas
BY KATIE BARRY

Connecticut. New Jersey. Massachusetts. New York. When people think of
Fairfield students, these four states come to
mind. Although numerous undergraduates
hail from the Northeast, a recent study shows
that Fairfield alumni are actually dispersed
all over the world.
According to the
office of Undergraduate Admissions, current
Fairfield students represent 32 states, Washington D.C., Puerto Rico,
the United States Virgin
Islands and 45 countries.
However, alumni of the
University are far more
widespread.
The November 2006
report, issued by the office
of University Advancement, states that Fairfield
alums reside in all 50
states, as well as Puerto
Rico, the Virgin Islands,
and 57 countries.
The most populated
states for Fairfield graduates are, perhaps not surprisingly, Connecticut,
with 17,018 alumni, and
New York, with 5,638.
However, Fairfield grads
go as far as Alaska, with
14 alumni, and Hawaii,
with 26 alumni.
Fairfield graduates even reside in such
low-populated states as North Dakota,
with three alumni, and Montana, with 12
alumni.
Worldwide, Fairfield graduates are
most prevalent in Canada, with 38 alumni,
and England, with 18 alumni. But members
of the Fairfield community are on six continents, with graduates in such countries as

El Salvador, Colombia, Indonesia, Japan,
the People's Republic of China and West
Africa.
Cathleen Borgman, director of Career
Planning, said she gets many students requesting jobs outside the Northeast. While
she has no exact statistics, she said "many
students are looking to go across the country."

after graduation.
Approximately 40 percent of students at
Fairfield study abroad in over 50 cities. For
some, it has inspired within them the desire
to pursue a post-graduate career across the
world.
Aimee Trainor '08, who spent her junior
year in both Seville, Spain, and San Joaquin,
Costa Rica, said her time abroad has made

as the service-learning trips, which go to
places such as rural Kentucky and New
Orleans, as well as overseas, may also push
students toward careers in service far from
the Northeast.
Rev. Richard Ryscavage, director of
the Center for Faith and Public Life, which
coordinates the service-learning programs,
said that such trips often inspire students to
pursue worldwide service
d
experiences.
"Service-learning trips
are useful for giving students a very direct field experience on which to decide
whether or not to seek out a
[domestic] or international
career in humanitarian services," he said.
In addition, they give
students the experience necessary to acquire positions
at such organizations as
Oxfam and Catholic Relief
Services.
According to Ryscavage, the international
service-learning trips are
"important for anyone
wishing to pursue a career
in international business,
international relations or
international economics."
Nicole Lessing '08,
who did two spring break
service trips to Flatgap,
Kentucky, agreed.
Photo Illustration by Katie McCarthy
"Without a doubt, service trips inspire students to
her seriously consider moving abroad after do post-graduation service," she said. Of the
group of seven students who participated in
she graduates in May.
"Studying abroad made me realize that 2007, four are seriously considering spendthere are so many global opportunities," ing the next year in Appalachia, according
she said. "I'm not sure if I will go back to to Lessing.
Spain or Costa Rica after I graduate, but it
Though the reasons may vary, it appears
is a possibility."
as though one thing remains the same: wherAnd while studying abroad may inspire ever you go, there will be a fellow Fairfield
students to move overseas, programs such grad nearby.

Number of Alumni Living Abro

10+ Alumni
MO Alumni
1 Alum

In addition, "the number of students
who are inquiring about years of service and
jobs abroad are increasing," she said.
Fairfield, through Fulbright Scholarships, study abroad, and service-learning
projects, has long pushed for students to
obtain a comprehensive national and global
identity. Therefore, it is not surprising that
students are willing to move far from home

International student population increasing on campus
ing to America for college," Nieuwenhuis said. "But the
coach invited me and right when I visited, I loved it."
Japan. Haiti. France. What do these countries have
Camille Denouette, a student from France, came to
Fairfield
because of its location.
in common?
They are all represented at Fairfield this semester.
"I heard about Fairfield because my school in France
At this time last year, Anne Nieuwenhuis '11, from has a partnership with Fairfield, and it was the closest
Holland, was an exchange student at a high school in Con- school to NYC," she said.
necticut. This year she is one of the many international
Denouette said her experiences at Fairfield have been
students on campus.
great so far, but there is one thing she does not like about
"I played field hockey as an exchange student in American classes.
"I'm not a big fan of multiple choice questions," she
America last year, and I actually didn't think about cornsaid. "I'd rather
write an answer
to a question."
According
to the coordinator of International Education Services
Alejandro Martinez, there are
approximately
90 international
students representing 32 countries at Fairfield
this semester.
Over the
past few years
there has been a
decided increase
in the number
of international students on
Coming to America: Caitlin Murphy '08, Annika Deichsel (Germany), Hannah Martin '08, and
campus.
Camille Denouette (France) talk with one another in an apartment.
This is not

BY KATIE CINCOTTA

unique to Fairfield; it is a trend going on at campuses
across the United States.
In 2006, Secretary of State Condoleezza Rice and
Secretary of Education Margaret Spellings co-hosted a
summit in Washington, D.C., in order to increase recruiting of foreign students among American universities.
Fairfield does not actively recruit students, according to Martinez, but there is a committee that makes
recommendations to increase the international student
population on campus.
"Since there are no recruitment efforts for international students, it is difficult to pinpoint how they find out
about Fairfield and why they decide to attend," he said.
Martinez also said that, as society becomes increasingly global, it is important for Fairfield graduates to have
knowledge of other cultures, which is why the integration
of international students on campus is so important.
"In order for the University to provide a top-notch education to its students, it must present them with a global
education," said Martinez.
The office of international students does several
things around campus to accommodate students from
abroad, including hosting International Student Orientations in the fall and spring, and organizing trips and
activities for the students to help them make the most of
their time here.
In addition, Fairfield is a member of Metro International, an organization that puts together activities and
programs for international students in the New York
City region.
Jenn Zocco '10, who was an orientation leader this
fall, said she thinks that the international students seemed
to adjust quickly to life in the United States.
"I know I've seen them out at a lot of parties and
other events, so they've definitely adapted to the Fairfield
way of life," she said.
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From the classroom to the community:
University courses incorporate service learning

5

BY KlMBERLY PETRONE

"While we've only had a formal service learning program for under two years,
When University photographer Jean we already are known as an institution with
Santopatre wanted to make changes in her a strong commitment backed by substantial
photojournalism course, she remembered how resources," said Robin Crabtree, director of
much students had learned while she served as Service Learning at Fairfield.
co-leader of mission trips. She decided to bring
Crabtree and Quan agreed that even
1HR 202 International immigration: Terry-Ann Jones
such an experience a little closer to Fairfield. before this time there were faculty who
Monday/Thursday 2-3:15
"When I see students immersing them- had incorporated community-based teach- Students will work with local non-profit organizations that provide support services to imselves into culture and community it is un- ing and learning as part of their courses in migrants and refugees.
written what they learn," said Santopatre, an numerous areas of study at Fairfield.
adjunct professor in the English department.
"There was a push from faculty who
•^ ENW 323 Photojournalism: Jean Santopatre
"No amount of teaching can prepare; it is had already incorporated service and
X Monday /Wednesday 5-6:15
self-learning and self-exploration — that is wanted more support. The center, as well as Students will work with fifth graders at St. Ann's School in Bridgeport. College students will
the beauty."
University President Fr. Jeffrey von Arx has work on a common immigration history project with the fifth graders and, in the process.
Santopatre's course is one of five service been giving that support," said Quan.
help develop photojournalism skills.
learning courses being offered this spring,
Crabtree said the office of Service
tying classroom learning to the Greater Learning offers a number of incentives
^fc PY 264 Developmental Psychology: Judith Primavera
Bridgeport Area, as the two-year-old program and faculty development opportunities to
^Tuesday/Friday 12:30-1:45
continues to grow.
increase the number of courses.
Students work with the Adrienne Kirby Family Literacy Projects doing literacy work
Many students who have participated
Santopatre said that there are ben- and mentoring.
in service learning
efits for both students
courses and said it
and the community
AC 345 Federal income Tax II: Kathleen Weiden
was a good learning
with these types of
Monday/Thursday 8-9:15
experience that bencourses.
All students enrolled in the course will work as volunteer income tax preparers and prepare
efitted them as well
"It is give and the 2006 income tax returns for taxpayers eligible for free tax return preparation services
as the community.
take," said Santo- Students will work at various agencies and organizations in the Bridgeport Area that provide
Meg Wilgucki
patre. "I hope the Volunteer Income Tax Assistance (VITA) services.
'09 remembered
students will act as
how attached and
a type of mentor to
IS 220 Technology and Society: Winston Tellis
excited the children
the younger kids they
Thursday 2-4:30
got when the she
work with."
Students will work with Bassick High School students through Youth Power Partnership on
and the others in the
In Santopatre's basic computer applications. Specific projects will be developed.
developmental psyphotojournalism
chology class, taught
class, students will mont, California offers a sociology class that this was more valuable than anything you
by professor Judith
work on photo docu- requires students to go into a tough neighbor- can learn in a class. Additionally, we saw the
Primavera, went to a
mentaries with the chil- hood in San Francisco and organize events for results of our work," said Ashleigh Egan '05,
Head Start program
dren of St. Ann's school children and community members, according who participated in a Freedom of Information
in Bridgeport to asin Bridgeport. They to an article in the San Mateo Times.
law (FOI) compliance project in a contempowill document families
In the article, the professor of the class, rary journalism course in 2005. The project
sist teachers.
who have immigrated Don Sannard-Friel, said: "The buzzword is generated front page headlines throughout
"It was a really
to the country.
community engagement. It's using the com- Fairfield County when newspapers detailed
rewarding experiService learning munity as a classroom. There are reciprocal which communities were not in compliance
ence to work with
goals are consistent benefits. Students get a depth of learning they with the state FOI law.
the children," said
Kelly Sheehan '06, who also participated
with Fairfield's Jesuit otherwise wouldn't get, and they are making
Wilgucki. "Being
Photo courtesy of Fairfield Marketing and
mission
to
educate
men
a
public
contribution."
in
the
project, offered this advice: "Put your
able to observe
Communications
According to the Loyola University heart into it. This is an opportunity to interact
hands-on what we Beyond the classroom: A student works
and women for others,
said Crabtree.
Chicago Web site, they offer a Magis Scholar with the surrounding community and experiwere learning in the on a house in Bridgeport with the Habitat
"It has been a grow- program that recognizes a student's commit- ence a profession you might otherwise never
book made the text- for Humanity program as part of professor
book information Kurt Schlichting's service-learning class.
ing movement in the ment to community engagement and leader- discover your interest in."
"In five years we hope that all departU.S., and it is part of a ship. Students in this program take part in a
more understandstructured
four-year
program
that
connects
ments
and programs will have at least one
able."
call for institutions of higher education to be
Assistant Director of the Center for Faith more accountable to local communities and values through classes, co-curricular ac- service learning course and that most Fairfield
and Public Life and Office of Service Learn- to educate students to be more knowledgeable tivities, retreats and group meetings, and are University graduates will have taken at least
one in their major, minor, core or as an elecing Melissa Quan said in an e-mail that it is a about their communities, more interested in civic recognized at graduation.
Even graduates of Fairfield recall their tive," said Crabtree.
life and activities, and more capable to partici"mutual/reciprocal partnership."
Santopatre said she hopes the service
service outside the classroom as giving them real
"An important value in service learning is pate in service and civic life," she said.
that the service component has to be meaningful
Fairfield is among many schools across world experience and encouraging them to take learning requirement of her course adds a
new dimension to students. "I want to help
for both the student and community," she said. the country to incorporate a service learning advantage of the opportunities available.
"We were placed in a situation that a prepare them for things you can't teach them,"
Fairfield's service learning program has pedagogy.
been building over the years.
Notre Dame de Namur University in Bel- journalist could face any day on the job, and she said.

Service learning courses

available tor spring 2008

4

Hours:
Sunday through Thursday

11 a.m. -11 p.m.
Friday & Saturday

11 a.m. - midnight

OAKLEY
See clearly. Look amazing.

Clarice
>v x—optical

Sodexho
Campus Services

1499 Post Road / Fairfield, CT 06824 203.254.0042
1101 High Ridge Road / Stamford, CT 06905 203.322.2265

www.glancect.com

Student discount 15%
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Campus crime beat:
BY MEGHAN SCHELZI

The

NEWS

cident occurred due to slippery road
conditions

found intoxicated and trying to gain
entry into a Public Safety car.
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Tuesday, Dec. 4
Saturday, Dec. 8
1:28 a.m. Public Safety came
across paraphernalia to suggest a
student was producing fake IDs.
Two additional students associated
with the incident were also identified in the forgery incident. It is
currently under investigation.
Friday, Dec. 7
6:26 p.m. A motor vehicle ac-

3:42 a.m. A Criminal Trespass Warrant was
issued to two non-students who were fighting
with two students outside
Jogues.
Sunday, Dec. 9
2:08 a.m. A non-student was

3:32 a.m. A DUI was issued after
a student was observed driving erratically in the Canisius parking lot.
The student was under the influence of alcohol.
7:33 a.m. Public Safety recovered drug paraphernalia in a car that
had rolled out of its parking space in
the Dolan Hall parking lot.
The owner of the car, a student,
was referred to Student Affairs.

Berardino credits ideals learned at Fairfield
CONTINUED FROM P.1

a name for himself in important negotiations, and finally assuming the position
of CEO of Anderson Worldwide.
Even when Anderson went out of
business, Berardino continued work
with Fairfield.
"Fairfield was an anchor in the
process," said Normon Solomon, dean
of the Dolan School of Business.
At Fairfield, Berardino, now 56, has
given numerous
lectures, set up
scholarship funds
in his name, and
been an active
on the Board of
Trustees and the
finance committee.
Courtesy o
He and his
wife also took on
roles as mentors in the Loyola Residential College program, where Berardino
said he learned a lot from the students,
and said that the question, "Whose am
I?" — one focus of the Loyola community — is one that he has found to be
very applicable in his leadership experience and life.
"I think leaders should spend time

considering 'Whose am I?' When
thinking about who's looking up to me,
relying on me; it's staggering," said
Berardino.
Trouble in the accounting industry
had been brewing for years, according to
Fairfield professor Lisa Newton, director of the applied ethics program who
also wrote a case study on the situation.
Accounting firms had expanded into
the consulting field. This transition was
lucrative but also lent itself to shaky
territory; the client who was being audited by a firm had a rather conflicting
degree of influence because it was also
the employer of the consultants from
the same firm.
Much of the scandal had been
perpetuated before Berardino took the
position of CEO. Additionally, the Anderson branch that headed the auditing
of Enron had been given direct orders
by headquarters to clean up its practices,
Newton said. Unfortunately, the orders
were ignored.
Berardino tried fervently to save
Andersen's reputation, explaining to the
media and Congress that the wrongdoing
performed by the rogue branch was not a
reflection on the entire Andersen firm.
Berardino received a lot of publicity and what Newton referred to as "an
unwarranted public hanging."

SPRING BREAK TRAVEL
** #1 Spring Break Web site! 4 & 7 night trips.
Low prices guaranteed. Group discounts for 8+.
Book 20+ people, get 3 free trips! Campus reps
needed. www.StudentCity.com or 800-293-1445.
Spring Break 2008! Sell trips, earn cash, and
go free! Call for group discounts. Best deals
guarunteed! Jamaica, Cancun, Acapulco,
Bahamas, S. Padre, Florida. 800-648-4849.
www.STStravel.com
Spring Break '08. Lowest Prices: Jamaica,
Cancun, Acapulco. Free Meals & Drinks. Book by
Nov. 1. Hiring Reps, Free Travel & Cash. Exciting
new destinations. Costa Rica, Europe, Punta
Cana www.sunsplashtours.com 1-800-426-7710
JOBS
Interested in ad sales? Learn from the best,
have fun and earn some extra money. Fairfield
U. alumnus seeks a hungry self-starter to assist
and provide advertising support. SCO Reps Int'l
is a publishing and media services firm located
in Fairfield. Up to $14/hr for the right candidate;
flexible hours. Contact Sean O'Leary, '91 at
203.940.0707 or email: scoleary21 @yahoo.com
FOR RENT
Student Rental/Showing for Fall 2008
House on Fairfield Beach Rd in great condition,
Call 917.733.8577
Reef Rd. House also available.

Reactions at Fairfield University
were generally supportive, and Berardino remained on the Board of Trustees.
An event at the Dolan School of
Business in 2003, the seeds for Berardino's most recent business venture, were
planted. This event initiated Berardino's
involvement working as the CEO of Profectus Biosciences Inc., a start-up biotech company that is currently working
to combat HIV.
Berardino's
essential role is
setting up the
business side of
this up-and-coming company, focusing on financial growth and
on governance.
BERARDINO
"He just
keeps moving
forward; it's impressive," said Solomon.
"It's been a tough road, but he's dealt
with it in a superior manner, with class
and distinction."
"When you've tried to live with a
set of values, try to be honest and smart
as you can be when you make a decision, people will respect that at the end
of the day," said Berardino. "But you
may be criticized; that comes with being a leader."

Four Bedroom house, fully renovated on Reef Rd
close to Lantern Point. Available Immediately for
Spring 2008 semester. 917-733-8577
FOR RENT 2008-2009 ACADEMIC YEAR
FURNISHED BEACH HOUSE
LANTERN POINT
3 BEDROOMS FOR 4 STUDENTS
FOR MORE INFORMATION
CALL (203)261-6336
BABYSITTING
Babysitter Needed
Sitter needed for 2 children, 2 yrs and 5 mos old.
Make your schedule - approx 10-12 hrs/wk @$13/
hr in Wilton. Pis call 917-224-9951.
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Babysitter Wanted
Tues & Thurs 10:30-5:30 in Westport. Experience
w/ infant required. Contact Jill at 917-373-0860
Seeking part-time babysitter
Stratford family seeks part-time babysitter to care
for two young boys. Willing to provide room and
board in exchange for child care. Must like dogs.
Must own car. Call 203-386-9293.
Part Time Babysitter Wanted
Dependable Part time babysitter needed
in South port - Exit 19. Flexible schedule,
mornings are a plus. Must have experience
with small children, references, and your own
transportation. Please call 203-319-0057.

ASSOCIATED
COLLEGIATE
PRESS
CORRECTIONS/CLARIFICATIONS

The Mirror strives to report accurately in all its stories.
If you encounter any errors, please contact Editor in
Chief Stephanie Lauto at (203) 256-6529.
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Master a master's: More students applying to grad school
to Marianne Gumpper, director of graduate
and continuing studies admission, a year
or two break from education can also be
beneficial, especially in business.
"With the MBA, we want students to go
out and have some experience in business
roughly two-to-three years before they come
back in to study," she said.
Gumpper added that the main reason for
this is that business schools often work off

BY MARY THERESE CHURCH

in the business field I could evaluate what
I might want to focus on for a full-time
For many seniors, the prospect of
career," she said.
graduating from college brings on an array
Helm said that most students in graduof emotions, ranging from excitement for
ate programs work part-time, which helps
being out in the workforce to apprehension
to get the work experience along with the
about living alone.
education. But she said she did not believe
But for some students, continuing
that it is necessary to work before pursutheir education is still the first thing on
ing a degree.
their mind.
"I think it's a matter of each student
A recent article in The New
finding what works best for
York Times said that about 20
them," said Helm. "Whether
percent of new college graduthat be working part-time
ates will continue on to graduate
and going to school, workschool immediately following
ing full-time and going to
graduation. At Fairfield, the
school, or being a full-time
trend appears to be in line with
student — either way you're
the national average.
learning and that is what is
According to Cathleen
most important."
Borgman, director of the CaAnd while work exreer Planning Center, between
perience can be beneficial,
16 and 20 percent of Fairfield
Gumpper also said that it is a
undergraduates will continue
lot harder for adult students
on to graduate school following
to be motivated to return to
graduation. A majority of those
school.
students will pursue degrees in
"Adult students take a lot
the field of medicine, arts and
longer
to cultivate, to make
Mirror File Photo
science, or business.
Going grad : About 20 percent of national and Fairfield students will
that decision," she said.
While most students are continue on to grad school rather than find immediate employment.
Gumpper said that it may
excited about finishing their detake adult students 24-36
gree, students including Maeghan McLough- of simulations and group work. If students months to make a decision to actually start
lin '08 are ready to pursue a master's degree are not used to this environment, it might be classes after they have applied.
right away.
harder for them to contribute compared to
McLoughlin agreed that once a stu"Personally, I enjoy school and I others who have had work experience.
dent graduates it is much harder to return
feel ready to continue getting an educaShannon Helm '06, who is currently to school.
tion while I am still in school mode," pursuing her MBA at the Dolan School of
"Honestly, I feel that many people who
said McLoughlin, who is applying to law Business, said she wanted to apply to gradu- say they are going to return to school never
schools for fall 2008.
ate school immediately because she was still do," she said. "They may get into their work
While many students will not continue in the "classroom mindset."
or settle into a particular lifestyle. It's hard
on to graduate school right away, according
"I felt that by gaining more knowledge to disrupt your way of life and return to a

stressful academic lifestyle where you are
dependent on loans."
However, some students hope that a
break from the bump and grind of school
will allow them to fully evaluate a specific
interest that they want to eventually pursue
in school and in a career.
"I want a master's degree, but in something I am genuinely interested in and will
apply in my career," said Lauren Campbell
'08. "As of right now, I cannot discern what
that is and hope to narrow my interests
within the next year to two years."
But with more and more jobs requiring or recommending a master's degree, it
appears that students may have to consider
further education at some point in their
career.
"Due to the increased percentages of
people acquiring bachelor degrees, I no longer believe that college is my solution, but
merely a stepping stone," said Campbell.
McLoughlin agreed, saying that competition in the workforce is tough; even higher
education is almost necessary depending on
the career path.
While Fairfield appears to follow the
increasing trend of students continuing on
to graduate school, it is up to the individual
student to decide when it is best to pursue
that degree.
"My advice for students who are debating whether to go back to school immediately or to wait a few years is to evaluate
yourself and decide what is best for you and
you alone," said Helm. "I think a student
should decide their graduate school path
based on which alternative they think will
allow them to grasp the information while
being able to enjoy it in the process."

rs at Writing Center
feel pressure
1

able hours on Fridays, her only free day
during the week, has lowered her faith in
Bowen agreed to take on the position the Writing Center.
but found herself dealing with an escalatHistory major Vivian Carballo '10
tried to make an appointment early in the
ing number of appointments this fall.
semester but
"It's a lot
found herself
of pressure on
thwarted by the
the tutors,"
said Bowen.
lack of Friday
hours as well.
"They have
"I underalmost evstand that it's
ery session
filled."
Friday and peoGross
ple have things
agreed with
to do, but still,
they should at
Bowen's sentiments: "We're
least go unstretched so
til 2 o'clock,"
said Carballo.
thin. We're
Katie McCarthy/The Mirror "It's the best
not super-tuEmpty house: The Writing Center, located in Donday for me to
tors."
narumma, currently has seven tutors, which many
have someone
Tutors are
students say is not enough to meet a rising demand.
proofread my
not the only
ones feeling the pressure of understaff- papers.
The Writing Center is only open for
ing.
Jenn Zocco' 10, an international stud- three hours on Fridays, from 10 a.m.-12
ies major who has been to the Writing p.m., and from 2-3 p.m. However, on
Center several times in the past, could not every other weekday, it is open for apmake an appointment when she needed pointments anywhere from seven to nine
hours.
it most.
But not everyone has had problems
Zocco said that she was particularly
shocked because she logged on to the with the Writing Center this semester.
Dan Kagdis '10, a communications
Writing Center Web site to make the appointment five days in advance and found major, is what his friends call a "frequent
only two slots open, both during her class flyer" at the Writing Center.
He said that he has not had a probtimes.
"I was frustrated because I really lem making an appointment yet this
wanted to do well on the paper," said semester.
"It was good, I just went online and
Zocco.
did
it,"
said Kagdis.
Zocco also said that the lack of availCONTINUED FROM P.
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Pelazza: No reason to believe Public Safety has 'overstepped our authority1
1

Meanwhile, Sgt. John Richie's report does not reference
the students as the reason for entering the house, but rather
the loud music.
A welfare check was then conducted after no one
answered the door, at which time two glass pipes were
found in clear sight as well as a "roach" on the kitchen
table. Permission for a full search was then requested
and approved by Director of Housing Operations Gary
Stephenson.
Public Safety is held to different standards than state

about specifics of the case because of the Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA).
08 Student Handbook states:
Under FERPA, University officials are bound to
"A room search will be conducted only when there is
silence by law regarding student "education records."
a reason to believe that there is property or evidence within
For this reason, Dean of Students Thomas Pellegrino
a particular room that is in violation of University policy
could not speak directly about the events involving
and/or state or federal law, or material that is needed for
townhouse 115, but he cautioned that conclusions should
evidence in a University disciplinary hearing."
not be drawn because the student-sensitive material is
According to Area Coordinator Charlie Sousa's report
unavailable to the public and thus "will not be supported
from the night of the incident, Sousa, along with two
by factual evidence."
Public Safety officers and another area coordinator,
"Any questions as to the propriety of events occurobserved girls entering the townhouse at 12:07 a.m.
ring at this townhouse were fully and fairly adjudicated
At 12:02 a.m., two students, Rachel Seibold '09
in our student conduct process, which includes full
and Kailee O'Neil '09, were observed "walking with
opportunities to present opposing views, witnesses and
open alcohol containers," trying to enter townhouse
allows for appeals," he said.
115, which is not their residence, while ignoring a
As far as admittance into the townhouse, Pellegrino
Public Safety officer's request to stop.
referred to laws that govern the school in dictating
Seibold, meanwhile, denied that they were trying
the circumstances upon which school employees can
to get into the house, instead saying that they were
enter a house.
walking by with drinks when someone yelled, "Hey
This contract, which a resident agrees to upon
girls!"
moving into his/her living space, allows "University
According to Seibold, "We didn't even look in
employees the right to enter the apartment or townthe window or door," when putting their drinks on the
house for inspections for cleanliness, repairs and to
Mirror File Photo assure the terms of this agreement are being met and
porch.
Seibold estimates that Public Safety detained them Public Safety scrutinized: Some students question the legal
that University policies are being adhered to."
boundaries of Public Safety after an empty townhouse was
for approximately five minutes, asking them several
Attorney Charles J. Adams of Patrick F. Adams
raided in September.
questions before they were allowed to leave.
in Bayshore, N.Y., in examining the case at a distance,
She, along with O'Neil, denied hearing loud music or local police forces when conducting a search because felt as if Public Safety was covered because Fairfield is a
at the house, a claim disregarded by Public Safety during the University is a private institution. Among other private school.
a meeting following the incident with the students who stipulations, Public Safety officers do not need a search
"As long as there was no state involvement in the
lived in the house.
warrant, just permission, according to Director of Public search, it may be upheld and the evidence admitted even
Seibold said they were told that they weren't involved Safety Todd Pelazza.
if the search would have been illegal if conducted by a
in the situation, so they needed to leave.
Asked whether Public Safety has recently over- state agent," said Adams.
While Public Safety's report observed students enter- stepped its boundaries, Pelazza could not recall any
However, because the reports are seemingly in coning the house, Sousa's report states that even after Public specific instances.
flict, probable cause could be brought into question.
Safety, townhouse managers and the area coordinators
"Certainly our powers are not unlimited. Our author"Clearly, if the University can't get its story straight
waited at the back and front door, "we did not see anyone ity comes from the University administrators," he said on what complaint drew them to the premises, they are goexit the house."
in an e-mail. "Are we perfect? No. However, I am not ing to have a harder time with probable cause," he said.
Both reports claim that there was loud music play- aware of specific incidents where DPS has overstepped
Adams said the ends would justify the means. Being; however, Sousa's report claimed that they entered our authority."
cause illegal items were in "plain sight" when Public
the house because they saw students enter and not return.
Regardless, University officials were unable to speak Safety entered, the University can justify the search.
CONTINUED FROM P.
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Top 10 things we want
for Christmas
Besides peace on earth, here are the top 10 things
that we, at The Mirror, would like for Christmas that
could benefit the Fairfield community:
10. A better, easy-to-use e-mail system. E-mail is
essential to student life, and Stag Web hinders more than
it helps. Those 3 a.m. "downtimes" are unacceptable if
you have a paper due at 8 a.m.
9. A more enthusiastic mascot. Hutch Williams '08
is more of a mascot than our motionless deer. Can we
get some energy, please?
8. Better food at the Stag. Come on, how about a
few more healthful options or just some variety in general? Eating spicy turkey every day is just not cutting it.
7. More letters to the editor from students and
faculty. If you have something to say, say it! Your feedback, both positive and negative, is important to us.
6. More parking on campus. Fighting for parking
spots is no way to make friends.
5. More Fairfield cabs. If students are responsible
enough to choose to not drive while intoxicated, then
they shouldn't be punished with hour-long waits.
4. A greener student body. Things are in place, so
it's the student body's responsibility now. Take advantage of recycling bins around campus and realize that
walking to class (instead of driving) isn't all that bad.
3. The drinking age lowered to 18. Do we really
need to explain this one?
2. The unlocking of townhouse basements. Just
like the beach, the basements are a Fairfield tradition.
It's nearly impossible to have parties without them.
1. A solution to the housing crisis. Being allowed
to live off campus senior year should be a guarantee, and
forced triples are not OK.
The editorial represents the opinion of the majority of The Mirror editorial board.
What is your opinion? Write to us: mirrormanagement@gmail.com

THE FAIRFIELD MIRROR
The Mirror welcomes the opinions
and contributions of its readers:
Letters to the editor must be timely and submitted by disk,
e-mailed to themirror@stagweb.fairfield.edu
or submitted through our Web site: www.fairfieldmirror.com.
Once received, all letters become property of The Mirror.
There are no guarantees of publication and all submissions must be signed.
The Mirror reserves the right to edit letters and articles for content,
length and grammatical error. Letters should be free of obscenities
and personal attacks, and should contain correct and factual information.
Please keep letters to under 350 words.
Include a daytime phone number at which the author can be reached.

The Mirror is in room 104 of Barone Campus Center

Cartoon by Timo Wilson

In reference to Andrew Chapin's p. 1 article on Public Safety entering Townhouse 115 on Sept. 22.

A Fairfield Christmas story
BY TODD BlNGHAM

Growing up, my Decembers were always an
exciting time spent in the snow during the day and
beside the fire at night. The same month, over the
past three years at Fairfield, has been a polar opposite of those tranquil memories.
There is snow, but that just means that the idiots
in SUVs who already can't drive are more dangerous
than any keg, bottle or townhouse basement there ever
was, with the exception of 74.
Christmas
carols are all
but nonexistent,
especially since
nobody remembers any of the
words anymore.
The only signs of
the holidays on
campus are that
the students get
dressed up to go
drinking and Public Safety bangs
on doors looking
for who cut down
a pine tree.
Maybe my
problems with
Christmas these
days are just a
result of getting
older and becoming an adult. Or perhaps it is just
another one of my favorite things that has been ruined due to my residence in Fairfield County.
One aspect of the holidays that I have yet to see
around these parts is goodwill toward others. In fact,
students and professors seem to grow colder to each
other as Dec. 25 approaches.
Teachers have the excuse of being pestered to
raise grades and excuse absences by students who
they have rarely seen all semester.
Students, on the other hand, have to deal with
term papers and final exams, though if the end-ofsemester work was actually as challenging as the
students claim, they would be in the library studying
instead of partying on and off campus.
Thievery and demolition seem to escalate during the season, though they are always pastimes of
those who have money and few responsibilities. I

cannot even calculate the value of my belongings
that have either been broken or stolen over the
years by some jackass in a sweater vest and a tie.
Whether it was a dorm, a suite or a townhouse that
I called home, the December destruction remained
the same.
Every year, somebody cuts down a tree somewhere on campus and Public Safety starts hounding students as if one of us has it hidden under our
shirt. This is always surprising because the level of
handiness that I
have seen from
Fairfield students makes me
believe they had
to hit a tree with
their car to get it
down.
What is
also baffling is
to consider that
there are trees for
sale all over the
area, and if you
can afford forty
grand a year for |
school and $400
a month for fake
IDs and booze,
your townhouse
or room can split
a $40 Fir tree.
Last year, I
Contributed Photo
asked Santa for
a nice bottle of Irish whiskey for Christmas. This
year I'm asking that people stop running the stop
sign by my house before they hit me or the little kid
who lives across the street.
This is my fourth and final Christmas at
Fairfield and the previous experiences have made
me completely bored with the season.
For the record, any shenanigans played, pranks
performed or heists pulled have all been done, so do
not try to top them because you will fail miserably.
An original Christmas caper is about as likely
to happen as somebody enjoying an orange juice
and mouthwash cocktail.
My only hope is now that I live off campus and
next door to contributing members of the Fairfield
community, I won't have to fear that a bottle of
Jack Daniels will be thrown through my back door
window.
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A look inside alcohol awareness at Fairfield Alumni Hall's
BY GLENN GHIRARDI

I was one of those kids
who didn't drink much in high
school. Needless to say, once
I got to college, there was a
lot that I did not know about
alcohol and my limits.
One night, in particular, got
a little out of hand and I landed
myself a trip to the Health Center, a $50 fine and a date with
the dean of students. I also had
to take the Alcohol 101 class as
part of my punishment.
I went into BCC 96 expecting to be talked at, bored
and unchanged. I left that room
with a better knowledge of
how alcohol affects the human
body as well as how to drink
responsibly, thanks to Jeanne
DiMuzio, the director of health
education, who taught me how
to understand.
DiMuzio also taught the
other students, most of whom
were probably there for the
same reason as me, how alcohol is absorbed into the body,
the adverse effects it can have
and, surprisingly, the positive
impact it can have.
I learned that when I pound
a 104-calorie Keystone, I'm
also downing 0.3 milligrams of
Vitamin B2 and 71 milligrams
of potassium. Who knew I
could get a buzz and vitamins
at the same time?
Rather than taking a moral
stand and listing the 101 reasons why drinking is evil,
DiMuzio teaches the students
how to drink responsibly and
with as little risk as possible.
According to DiMuzio, the
main goal of the alcohol education program is to "reduce

the harm in regards to alcohol, habits and trends on campus
and assist students in weighing every day, whether they realize
the costs and benefits to their it or not.
Have you ever been bored
alcohol practices."
Jeremy Shea '10, a work- in one of your classes and found
study student in
the Health and
Wellness Education Center said,
"They just do the
best they can to
teach students how
to drink safely."
The methods
used to implement
these ideals are
"multi-pronged,"
beginning with
FYE classes and
expanding to the
alcohol and drug
classes, floor programs with RAs,
outreach work
done through the
Fairfield Corps
and even the
extension 2241
campaign.
Lorraine Lampe/The Mirror
DiMuzio Drink up? Lessons learned at Alcohol 101.
said that the most
significant problem regarding yourself reading the bright pink
alcohol on campus that it is "a or blue flyer on the wall that
low perception of harm."
states, "Ninety percent of unShe also said, "Students derage students do not go out
do not have a good handle on on Tuesday nights."
Knowledge is infectious
the short- and long-term effects
associated with their consump- and these flyers were put up to
tion."
spread the alcohol awareness
virus among Fairfield University students. The Stall Street
Education is everywhere Journals
also serve to educate
For students who don't the unsuspecting.
find time or reason to attend
The Health and Wellness
an alcohol or drugs class, the Center also provides multiple
Health and Wellness Educa- alcohol and drug classes for
tion Center still finds ways to Fairfield students outside of
get the message out. Students Alcohol 101 and 202.
gain information on drinking
For example, the Internet-

based myStudentBody.com,
is an interactive Web site that
allows students to maintain a
four-year journal in order to
explore their alcohol and drug
habits and patterns.
There are also a number of
groups both on and off campus,
including Alcoholics Anonymous, and The Grand Group
for Alcohol and Drug Harm
Reduction, along with several
other groups based on understanding and curbing personal
alcohol and drug problems.
These educational opportunities and groups are all available
through the student life tab on
the University's Web site.
Data has not yet been recorded and released on whether
or not the alcohol and drug
education classes on campus
work. However, the process is
under way.
According to DiMuzio,
it is the Health and Wellness
Center's first year of "comprehensively assessing the
figures" with the new AUDIT,
or Alcohol Use Disorders Identification Test.
This test is done through
a 10-question survey, measuring quantity and frequency of
consumption, given at the time
of the class, which is then followed up on 30 days later.
If their goal was for all
Fairfield students to abstain
from drinking completely, they
would be failing by a long shot.
Since they seek to educate students in ways to lead healthier
lifestyles, it all depends on how
well students listen.
And I haven't been written
up since that night in Campion
Hall my freshman year.

Derisive diversity? A freshman English class speaks out
To the Editor:
As first-year students, we're not afraid
to take a stand on the controversial issue
of diversity. We believe Fairfield students
should actively embrace diversity on this
campus.
People say we need more diversity
here, yet most students don't take part in
the diversity we already have. We all need
to go beyond our limitations and create a
genuinely open and diverse community. This
may be difficult but so are most things worth
fighting for. If we put in the effort, chances
are we can succeed.
Most students sit back in ignorant
bliss and avoid acknowledging prejudices
at Fairfield, assuming someone else will
take care of the problem. So, the attitude
toward diversity on campus never changes.
We really should feel embarrassed, upset or
disappointed, especially when we do nothing
to improve the situation.
Differences in skin color can frighten
people. Sometimes on our campus, whites
stop their conversations when minorities
walk by, while minorities crack jokes
about whites.
"All this diversity is making me very
scared," said a white Fairfield student to his
friends as they passed a group of touring
black high-school students — one of whom

overheard and felt upset that he was seen
as "scary."
The longer we're here, the more mundane it feels on a campus without much dispeople tend to mingle with their own
ethnic groups. With Fairfield students saying
to The Princeton Review, "The majority of
the people here are white," it may sound to
some as if they are bragging. This might
discourage minorities from applying here.
Fairfield University is composed of only
12 percent minorities, and even with Admissions working hard to diversify the student
body, the new freshman class consists of
only 25 percent AHANA students.
These low levels of diversity show that
Fairfield hasn't broken the stereotype of a
rich, white school, and therefore doesn't
seem welcoming to students who are diverse
in ethnicity, sexual orientation, geographical background, religion and income. No
one chooses this school because of its
diversity.
All Fairfield students should stop steering away from people who look, talk and
dress differently. We should be open-minded
and stop fearing situations such as a diverse
group of peers at a lunch table.
Fairfield has many diverse clubs —
Alliance, SALSA, Irish Cultural Society,
UMOJA and others — but they often attract
students from these groups only.
Every one of us should consider attending a club that doesn't match our own
identity. For example, a white student could
learn a lot from attending an Asian Student

Association meeting. There are 15 clubs
on campus based around diversity, and we
should all take some time to see what they
can teach us.
Several of us think we should have
more clubs, including a group for Muslims,
that could come together to pray and share
meals. Others have suggested forming a new
club that would encompass all groups. In
this club, students could attend events from
all different cultures to learn and experience
something new. Students of all different
backgrounds could come together, creating
diversity.
Learning the beliefs of various cultures
would educate and liberate us. One day this
may lead to the acceptance, tolerance and
appreciation of diversity.
A more diverse campus community
would better prepare us for the "real world"
that we are bound to experience in the future.
We would be educating the whole person, in
our goal of cura personalis. Ten years from
now Fairfield would be very different than
Fairfield today.
Sincerely,
Greg Behrens '11; April Booker '11;
GinaMarie Capriglione '11; CaitlinDamadian
'11; Brian Davidson '11; Mark Donne '11;
Stephen Golmont '11; Katlyn Griffin '11; Andrew Koenig '11; Chris Lacarenza 'll;Lubna
Latif'll; Mariam Nasiri '11; Devon Porrino
'11; Mariann Regan, professor of English;
Patrick Shea '11; Matthew Uy '11.

"dungeon"
BY JOE CARRETTA

When you walk into the RecPlex there
is a bustling cardio area to your left, an
Olympic-size pool on the floor below and a
basketball complex big enough to run four
full-court games simultaneously.
A quick trip down the steps to the right,
however, will reveal a weight room that
looks like it belongs in a prison rather than
a University with a $40K plus price tag.
It is unfortunate that Fairfield does not
offer better athletic facilities to its students.
Alumni Hall looks like a grammar school
gym, the cardio machines are either broken
or being used, and the weight room is antiquated, to say the least.
Director of the RecPlex and Aquatics
Phil Palumbo filled me in on why the facilities in the RecPlex are so lackluster.
"There is a master plan to remodel
Alumni Hall and the RecPlex. The plan is
being constructed at a level above me," he
said. "The project will not be completed
within the tenure of any current students."
So, there is a plan, but it seems that it
moving extremely slow.
This does very little to comfort irritated
students exercising with chipping weight
plates, missing dumbbells and dirty, tornup benches.
"I used to be afraid to come down
here," admitted Grace Duy ' 10.
My workout partner, Phil Spada '10,
admits that he has a passion for pumping
iron. His bulging arms and small calves
fit perfectly with the misshapen physique
being achieved by "My New Haircut" wannabees who populate the weight room on a
consistent basis.
"The weight room is all right, but it needs
more equipment," he said. "There are two
cable machines but there are only two carabiners for the cables. It makes no sense."
The issue of the weight room is a
hot issue for Palumbo, who defended the
amount of money, time and effort put into
the upkeep of that particular exercise area.
"A majority of the equipment in that
room has arrived since 2003 and was in
perfect condition," he said. "It is abused
on a daily basis, and that's why it looks the
way it does."
Palumbo added that over $50,000 has
gone into that room since 2003, and that he
refuses to continue to dump money into it
if students disregard its upkeep.
"The kids who use it don't take care
of it because they don't think we put enough
funds and equipment into it I refuse to replace
things on a yearly basis because I know the
kids won't take care of it," he said.
On Friday, I walked down to the weight
room, stepped over scattered weights,
looked for missing dumbbells and saw the
seat of a bench just fall off.
I interrupted Keith Bussanich' 10 midworkout and asked him what he thought of
the facility in which he was lifting.
"It's like a dungeon," he said.
While it is the responsibility of the
school to provide students with a quality
level of exercise equipment, students are
the ones in the weight room on a daily basis
and are responsible for its decrepit conditions.
Every
student should
have to accept
responsibility
for their own
actions. Why
can't it start
with showing a
hint of respect
for our weight
room?
Contributed Photo
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Happening
Movies & TV
Will Smith's "I Am Legend"
opens nationwide Fri., Dec. 14.
"Alvin and the Chipmunks"
opens nationwide Fri., Dec. 14.

Concerts &
Performances
Hotbox will be at Acoustic
Cafe Wednesday, Dec. 12 at 9
p.m. The show is 21 and over.
Tickets are $2. See article on
p. 11.
Your Mom Does Improv will
be performing at the Kelley
Center Presentation Room
Thursday, Dec. 13 at 7 p.m.
and 9:30 p.m. Free admission.
Straylight Run, The Color
Fred, Dear & The Headlights
and Cassino will be at the
Webster Theater Wed. Dec.
12 at 6 p.m. The show is all
ages. Tickets are $12.
Cake will be at Terminal 5
in NYC Wednesday, Dec. 12
and Thursday, Dec. 13 at 6:30
p.m. Tickets are $37.50. See
exclusive interview with Cake
online atfairfieldmirror.com.
The Backstreet Boys will be at
the Webster Theater Thursday,
Dec. 13 at 7 p.m. Tickets are $45.
Hot Tuna will be at the Quick
Center Friday, Dec. 14 at
8 p.m. Tickets start at $40.
Student tickets are half price
and tickets the day of the
show, if available, are $5. See
article at right.
ZIOO's Jingle Ball featuring
Fall Out Boy, Alicia Keys,
Avril Lavigne, Timbaland with
OneRepublic, and more will
be at Madison Square Garden
Friday, Dec. 14 at 7:30 p.m.
Tickets are sold out. For more
info, check out "I'm dreaming
of a rock 'n' roll Christmas" at
fairfieldmirror. com.
The Machine (a tribute to
Pink Floyd) will be at Toad's
Place Friday, Dec. 14 at 8
p.m. The show is all ages and
tickets are $12.
Send in your What's Happening
events to mirror.entertainment®
gmail.com.

Contributed Photo

BY MARIE MONTGOMERY

If you look up Hot Tuna, you
will come across a story about the
band wanting to be
;

PrCVieW called Hot s***,
but the record label
pushed for a less-offensive name.
But when you have been
around for nearly 40 years, rumors
are bound to get started.
Hot Tuna, an electric and
acoustic blues band formed by Jack
Casady and Jorma Kaukonen, has
survived the 1960s and lived to

talk about it. Casady and Kaukonen
first gained success as members of
Jefferson Airplane. Since then, Hot
Tuna has toured the world, made
countless albums, and Casady and
Kaukonen were inducted into the
Rock and Roll Hall of Fame. Before the band plays the Quick Center this Friday, Jorma Kaukonen
took some time to set the record
straight with The Mirror.
Starting with the name, which
is not the story of corporate upheaval over profanity, but instead
of a group of guys traveling around

listening to music. The band was
listening to Blind Boy Fuller song,
"Keep on Truckin'," which it later
recorded a version of, when the
lyric, '"What's that smell like fish,
oh baby,' and some witty wag in
the car said 'Hot Tuna'," came on
the car radio.
"And we said, 'Wow, that's
a great name for a band,'" said
Kaukonen.
Kaukonen said he doesn't
regret the name choice; instead, he
uses it to warn young musicians.
"I say, 'You've got to be very

careful when you pick a band
name because if you're lucky and
you stick around, you'll be an
aging guy with a really silly band
name," he said.
The title may be silly, but
the legacy Kaukonen and Casady
have left behind is anything but.
Jefferson Airplane was the first
group in the 1960s to sign a major
label and, since then the group's
music has become synonymous
with 1960s rebellion, portrayed in
SEE "ROCK" ON P.
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Rockapella rocks sold-out crowd at the Quick
bers of Rockapella still
attend performances.
With a repertoire
full of Christmas clasGet rid of the instrusics and originals, the
ments, the groupies and
group takes its unique
the pyrotechnics and what
blend of vocal harmodo you get? A group of five
nies all over the world,
Concert Review
building a powerful
reputation as a mustamazingly talented performsee act globally.
ers with vocal ranges wellPerforming at the
beyond outstanding and
Quick Center on caminto the realm of divine.
pus last Friday, the
Incorporating choresold-out event spoke
ography into its perforfor the group's popumance, Rockapella takes
larity in the state of
the stage with the presence
Connecticut, and the
and feel of a rock band but
group did not leave
does it all a capella. For
anyone disappointed.
those unfamiliar with the Rockapella brings Christmas spirit: The group quickly sold out the Quick Center.
Covering its bases
term "a capella," it refers
to the act of creating music using nothing cally on his throat to pick up the lower vibra- with a number of Christmas songs, the group
gives the classics a little kick with its unique
more than vocals. The group Rockapella tions, which create the bass drum effect.
gained fame with its series of Folger's Coffee
A veteran of the group, Thacher has been arrangements and theatrics.
With more than a decade under its belt, the
commercials and the "Where in the World is doing paid performes for roughly 15 years
group
let the audience pick which songs they'd
and
continues
to
enjoy
earning
his
living
by
Carmen Sandiego?" theme song.
like
to
hear in the encore, and it was no surprise
To enhance its performance, the group creating sounds with his mouth.
to
hear
people shout "Carmen Sandiego" and
"The originals were a whole different
features vocal percussionist Jeff Thacher who
creates the beats using his mouth and throat. group," said Thacher. "The guys who started the "Folgers" among others.
These talented individuals can make
Throughout performances Thacher appears group were going to Brown University back in
even simple jingles as infectious as number
with three microphones: one that he holds in the '80s but most of them left one by one."
According to Thacher, the former mem- one singles.
his hands and two smaller ones placed strategiBY JAIME FLORES
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Theater and poetry unite: Students perform original works
BY ALEX CONROY

It is with sadness, for the first time, that
I come to you, the readers. Sad that if you are

Theater Review readi"g

this review

'

it means you most
likely didn't see "A Class Act" and won't have
a chance to ever see it.
"Act" was a two-part collaboration between the creative writing program and Theatre
Fairfield, featuring entirely student-produced
work. The first act, called "Creative Exposures,"
featured 10 of Theatre Fairfield's best: Adamtroy Newson '11, Alex Burke '11, Elizabeth
Mercadante '09, Joe Zimakas '08, Tim King
'08, Kira Gustafson '10, Lindsey McKitterick
'09, Gary Pelletier '09, Peter Sweeney '11, and
Lauren Spatz '11. These students recited and, in
some ways, performed poems and short stories
written by different students. I wish I had time
to elaborate on all of them, as there were quite
a few, but page space requires me to just pick
out some choice highlights.
The performance started out with a
reading of "Static" by James Barry '09, inMaking words jump off the page: From right: Alex Burke '11, Kira Gustafson '10, Elizabeth Mercadante '09, Lindsey McKitterick '09
and Lauren Spatz '11 perform "Creative Exposure," making student writing come to life.

Jack McNamara/The Mirror

Sounding off: Colleen Kennedy '09
performing with Gary Pelletier '09 in his
play "The Theory of Noise."

volving the whole company serving as an
excellent platform to let the audience dive
into the night's show. Louis Jannetty '08 gave
us "Raising the Dead," a haunting tale of a
father's love, recited by Pelletier. It was accompanied by an equally haunting piano solo,
"My Closet," by Krista Deiana '09, which truly
showed off Newson's comic ability.
The standout of the act, however, was the
whole company's performance of "Payback's a
Bitch," a short story by Mary Therese Church
'08. It was a gripping tale of murder and deception that froze my blood.
The show was not all dark, though; senior
Laura Marciano's "Confessions at 21" showed
us a coyly love-struck girl.
The second act, called "Creative Excursions," consisted of four short plays written
and directed by students. The first play was
Marciano's "Food for Thought," a stunning
look into the heart of a shafted lover, doubting

whether his love for her was ever real or whether the F Word," a piece that exposes the myths
love ever truly exists. The second play, "The about feminism that persist in the modern
Theory of Noise," was a comedy written by world. It was a very interesting piece, with
Pelletier, starring himself, Sarah Gatti '10, many different stereotypes brought to light
Colleen Kennedy '09, and Stacey Molski and subsequently debunked. Wherever you
'08. It was aimed at showing the audience stand on the issues, it was a good effort to
how the sounds around us dictate how we promote conversation that needs to be had
perceive the world.
around campus and around the world.
Tony Da Costa '08 wrote the third play,
"Class Act" was sponsored by Project
"Recordacao," about a family's distress in Peg, Theatre Fairfield's organization that
dealing with a grandmother having Alzheim- explores issues of gender diversity, directed
er's disease. It explored the different opinions by Gatti and Sarah Zybert '09, and starred
of the family members. The son's is that of Mercadante '09, Jen Martin '10, Anne Krane
undying love against which the backdrop of '09, McKitterick, Katie Carroll '09, Jeremy
memory loss doesn't matter and, at the other Shea '10, Gary Pelletier '09, Jason Cowley
extreme, the cynical daughter is asking if all I '10, Gatti, and Zybert.
of it was even necessary, if everything is to
"Act" certainly was a very well-done
be forgotten anyway. "Recordacao" was also production and displayed the talent among
directed by Da Costa, and starred Gabrielle the Fairfield student body from not only
Brygider '10, Burke, Kevin Halligan '08, and the actors and directors, but the writers and
King. The final play shown was "Resurrecting poets as well.

Accomplished musician Howard Johnson jams with Jazz Ensemble
the country to play with the ensemble since 1992. Guest
artists have included Florence Melnotte, a piano player with
whom Torff has performed sets and recorded albums; Dave
As I walked into the dimly lit Wein Experimental Samuels, a famous vibraphone player; and guitarist David
Theatre last Thursday, it was as if I had entered a jazz club Spinozza, who is one of only two musicians to play on three
in the city on the Upper East Side. Although I would have of The Beatles' solo projects.
Torff will be in Paris next semester facilitating an indeConcert Review likedT to have a "7° ,waiti"g f°r
me, I was extremely pleased with pendent project, leaving many seniors in the band, including
what the Fairfield jazz ensemble had to offer.
St. Denis, upset.
This year's fall jazz ensemble, led by Brian Torff, played
"I wish he could have been around while I do my indea variety of jazz music. Torff is a Fairfield music professor pendent project," he said.
and the director of jazz ensemble. The night was also graced
While Torff is in Paris, the group will be led by adjunct
by the presence of guest artist Howard Johnson.
music professor John Fumasoli.
Johnson, who has
;
If you are interestworked with John Len- "Brian [Torff] doesn 't ask us specifically to compose
ed in the jazz ensemnon and Miles Davis, was
or arrange, but he strongly encourages it, and I think it ble, St. Denis said its
the former band leader of
members are always
"Saturday Night Live." He makes for a more interesting show."
looking for new playplayed with the jazz ensemers. The group plays,
ble at the performance.
on average, one show
Brian St. Denis '08
"I have guests every Music major who arranged a song for the performance. a semester, but some
semester. They are colstudents, including
St. Denis, are trying to
leagues of mine in the professional music world," said Torff.
bring jazz to more mainstream campus.
"I recently organized a jazz show at The Levee, and next
The jazz ensemble's songlist included those composed
by Torff all the way to Duke Ellington.
year I will be auditioning for a group for my independent
Music major Brian St. Denis '08 arranged one track, and music project," he said.
co-wrote another with a freshman member, Matt Pecoraro.
Torff said he hopes that in the future, the band will
"Brian doesn't ask us specifically to compose or arrange, continue to work together to create great music and promote
but he strongly encourages it, and I think it makes for a more the American art form of jazz.
interesting show," said St. Denis.
"Our students work hard and deserve the support of
Torff expressed his content with the performance.
their friends at the concerts. I would like to see more of
"The students played extremely well and interacted this," Torff said.
with the guest artist, which makes for a successful show,"
Most students involved in the group are studying music,
he said.
but the group is not limited to music majors or minors.
Torff formed the jazz ensemble in 1991 and still runs
"It's good experience for everyone, and it's really fun.
Everyone respects each other and sometimes it's like we're
it today.
He has been bringing great jazz artists from all over just playing to have a good time," St. Denis said.
BY LILY NORTON

Contributed Photo

Jazz great Howard Johnson: The Jazz Ensemble played
with Johnson at the Quick Center this weekend. Johnson
is famous for playing with John Lennon and Miles Davis.
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Trans-Siberian Orchestra Christmas concert wows audience
band's musical talents would be
the incredible light show it put
on. Trans-Siberian Orchestra had
Eight bucks for three chicken
more electronics on its stage than
in ers?
a
damn Kiss concert. After all,
Concert Review f g
Twenty
who plays a rendition of "Silent
bucks for a CD? Thirty-five bucks
Night" anymore without some
for a T-shirt? Well, at least I got the
hardcore pyrotechnics going on in
tickets for free.
the background?
I'm talking about the TransA nice addition to the band's
Siberian Orchestra concert that went
set was the way it presented its
down at the Hartford Civic Center
songs. In between each song, a
this past Sunday. I was lucky enough
narrator approached the front of the
to get access to the show and get
stage and told a story of a lonely
an up-close look at this extremely
man on Christmas Eve.
popular Christmas concert.
Trans-Siberian Orchestra is
In case you haven't heard of
definitely a must-see for the holithem, Trans-Siberian Orchestra is
day season, although I feel the
a rock 'n' roll orchestra based out
band may be taking advantage of
of New York that is widely known
this known fact. As awesome as the
for unique renditions of traditional
show was, and as much as I want
Christmas songs.
to see the band perform again next
It was at 7: 45 p.m. when the
holiday season, $65 seems like a
lights in the Hartford Civic Center
pricey ticket.
dimmed and the arena echoed
Not only that, but its merchanwith cheers. The pitch darkness Bringing the sounds and sight of Christmas to Hartford: The impressive band put Christmas cheer in
dise seems insanely overpriced.
was suddenly broken by red and the audience with a light show and snowfall.
TwenjUs bucks for their CD? That
green lights on stage. As the music
to 10, and somehow, it mixed perfectly.
roll Christmas Sunday night.
seems kind of steep, considering
began, the red and green were blinking so
There was "O Holy Night" with a
It was quite impressive to see a band you can purchase all three of their albums
fast that I wouldn't have been surprised if face-melting guitar solo and "Carol of the capable of taking an old school Christmas on Amazon for $35.
the crowd of over 10,000 people broke out Bells" with a drum solo that owns any other song and being able to add in a guitar part
So, if you and your friends are lookinto seizures.
drummer out there. The lead vocalist was more complex than anything Jimmy Page ing for a fun concert to attend this holiday
The violins and pianos began to play so good that it made Kelly Clarkson sound has ever written.
season, Trans-Siberian Orchestra is a sure
softly, the distorted guitars were cranked up like William Hung. It truly was a rock 'n'
The only thing as impressive as the bet— just be sure to bring a fat wallet.
BY JP PORRETTA

Rock legends stay strong
CONTINUED FROM P.

oto

Get Your Progressive rock on: Local bands scheduled to play at the Acoustic Cafe every
Wednesday night.

i

Hotbox' is heating up the
Acoustic Cafe

BY SARAH FRANK

Hotbox band leader Roger Edel writes
6 b d s soun d
Music Review^
f ' t nails,
is that off rusty
on chalkboards." Well, this could mean that
its sound is different or has the ability to grab
listeners' attention. But in fact, its sound is
much more pleasant.
This local blues-y band that frequents the
Acoustic Cafe in Bridgeport every Wednesday
night originated in Harlem, N.Y. Hotbox's
tunes have familiar rhythms. The songs are
presented at times like improvised jam sessions that contain impressive, yet lengthy,
guitar solos where there is a clear conversation between instruments.
"Studio Ideas Trio" is a compilation of
three separate songs, or as mentioned in the
title, "ideas." The first of these tracks opens
with an ascending progression followed by
intricate guitar lines, which has the ability to
demand an audience's attention.
"Live Clips" is a recording of various
pieces of songs. The first gives off a Latinrock vibe — until the vocals come in. Though
the vocals are deep and float over the music
with a cascade of emotion, they have a tendency to drown out the instrumentals, which
takes away from the quality of the song. This,
again, sounds like pure improvisation, which,

9

songs such as "White Rabbit" and "Somebody to Love."
Kaukonen remembers his days with
them fondly but says he knew when it was
time to leave.
"When we started to have more band
meetings and stuff like that, we knew it was
time to move on," said Kaukonen. "Jack
Casady and I will have played together for 50
years, and we have never had a band meeting.
I think that is why we are still friends."
Kaukonen described a band meeting:
"You talk about material, you talk arrangements, you talk about peoples' egos, you
talk I mean it is just unresolvable things.
Bands that stay together learn to get past
that stuff."
If being a part of Jefferson Airplane
wasn't enough to cement Kaukonen in
rock history, he also played briefly for
Janis Joplin.
"At this point in time, she [Janis Joplin]
was just totally committed to her music,"
said Kaukonen. "I think ^. her voice
was one of the greatest d
female

blues voices."
He also hung out with Jerry Garcia
and was present at the Summer of Love
— which many see as a pinnacle time in
the 1960s.
""If °was just another summer whererw§~'
were just having a really good time," he said.
In 1996, Jefferson Airplane was inducted into the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame. For
Kaukonen and Casady, this was a lifelong
dream, even before the museum existed.
"Jack and I were doing an interview
one time and somebody asked him the
same question," said Kaukonen. "Jack said,
'When we were kids, we always wanted to
be in the Hall of Fame.' I told him, 'Jack,
when were kids they didn't have a hall of
fame.' But I knew exactly what he meant;
it just felt like it should be in there, and I
am glad that I'm in it. It's an honor to be
in it."
Times may have changed but Kaukonen
and Cassady, with Hot Tuna, have continued
to capture the attention of music audiences
everywhere, including at Banaroo this past
summer. There seems to be no stopping
Kaukonen. Asked about his plans to retire,
Kaukonen quickly replied, "I hope not."

considering the greatness of the song, is quite
impressive.
The second clip also contains vocal lines
that are set against a steady drum and frantic
guitar. This combination provides for a stimulating, unique listen.
The third clip is a gripping, funky and
fresh rendition of "Ain't No Sunshine." The
vocals work this time, but the guitar solo
might be a bit too drawn out.
"Old Danbury Days" is, not surprisingly,
another track comprised of various clips.
The first lacks vocals, which is somewhat
refreshing. It has inviting rhythms that will
undoubtedly make you move your body to
the groove of the song. The second is slightly
disappointing in that it is slow to start and
never really takes off.
The third reintroduces vocals reminiscent of groans that fade off as bouncy guitar
melodies enter. The fourth also contains vocal
lines; however, it is difficult to make out the
exact lyrics.
If you're even the slightest bit into the
blues, or are interested in getting a feel for
what blues guitar really sounds like, do not
hesitate to visit Hotbox's Myspace page at
www.myspace.com/rogeredel.
If you like what you hear, make a trip
to the Acoustic Cafe for what is sure to be a Back in the 70s: Jorma Kaukonen and Jack Casady the founding members of Hot
Tuna. The pair have been playing together for 50 years.
riveting live performance!

lt:>
Editor: Lesley Almeida
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Green: Not just for the Grinch this Christmas
BY ALEXANDRA GROSS

In the midst of the holiday season,
people are rushing around to buy gifts,
often without considering where their
hard-earned money is going.
During the holiday season alone,
Americans are projected to spend close
to $475 billion, with a large portion of
that amount going to gifts, according to
the Hartford Courant. People compete to
find the greatest deals but do not always
consider the environmental footprint attached to these products or individual
habits during the holidays.
With the green movement well underway, the following are a few ways that you
can green-up your gift giving:
The greenest gift of all: The most
significant way to make an impact on the
environment during the holidays is to not
give a gift at all! How many things do
people really need?.
However, if you feel obligated to give
a present, donate to a local, national or
international charity in the name of your
recipient. You can use Web sites such as
CharityNavigator.org to find a reputable
charity that your family member or friend
finds interesting.
Make your own presents: This may
sound like the crayon-scrawled creations
you made for your parents when you were
younger, but as a poor college student, this
may not be such a bad idea after all. If you
have access to a kitchen, prepare a batch
of cookies and put them in a tin (which is
reusable) or invite a few friends over for
Christmas dinner before the winter break.

Remember, even for the most cynical
recipients, the holidays are not about gifts
— they are about the people
you are with.
Looking
beyond the
shiny and
new: The
next time
you go
shopping,
find out
where and how
your gift was made be
fore you purchase it.
Does it have labels
or seals with the
terms "fair trade,"
"sustainable," "energy efficient" or
"organic?" (Note:
"Natural" doesn't
always mean organic or healthful,
so be mindful of this
marketing ploy).
If the item is
made from an ecofriendly and socially
conscious standpoint,
consider paying a little
extra; your gift will have
immeasurable worth beyond
the original price.
Beyond the plastic bubble: Be wary
of extra packaging because it will most
likely become trash. According to the
Ecology Center, Americans generate 5
million tons of trash between Thanksgiv-

ing and New Year's alone. Opt for items
that are not excessively shrink-wrapped,
and if the item you are purchasing is packaged, check to see if the paper, cardboard
or container is recyclable.
Gift-swaps save money, resources and sanity: We almost all
face the awkward task of buying
for people whom we originally did
not consider, eventually forcing us

"stuff' that will likely go into the trash.
Shop online and support local businesses: Finding the perfect present does
not require a trip to the mall or a stop to fill
up the gas tank. Online stores, especially
those that specialize in eco-friendly gifts,
are just a click away, so use them to find
a wider selection of products.
But if you are running errands in town
anyway, support small, local businesses
who depend on holiday shopping for their
survival. Farms and small gift stores often
have handmade, quality gifts and personal customer service, all of which
are features that can be extremely
helpful during the craziness of the
season.
Those old Mirrors are good
for something: Instead of buying
excessive rolls of gift-wrap, reuse
paper bags, magazine pages and
newspaper. You're not being cheap;
you're decreasing your impact on
the environment, a nice outcome of
which is saving money by not buying
wrapping paper. If you really want
to be green, avoid paper wrapping
altogether and present your gift in a
reusable tote bag.

Photo Illustration by Lorraine Lampe

to stretch our meager student incomes
beyond capacity and leading to more
stress.
Gift exchanges can avoid unnecessary anxieties and decrease the amount of

Spending the extra time and money
that goes into selecting the perfect gift or
deciding to donate to a charity are ways to
make the holiday season memorable for
your friends and loved ones.
It is never too late to make your buying
habits greener or to educate yourself on how
to become more socially responsible. This
holiday season is a great time to change.

Women want sugar but men like some spice
behavioral economics may explain how people evaluate
the opportunity to look at members of the opposite sex,"
A woman's perfect date: a romantic dinner, a stroll on according to an article in The Chronicle, Duke University's
the beach, ice cream and perhaps a kiss good night if he's daily newspaper.
Researchers are trying to locate regions of the brain
a gentleman. A man's perfect date: food, beer and sex.
Let's face it, when it comes to sex, men and women affected by sexual arousal and study how these regions
have very different opinions.. Experts at Duke University help people decide what to look at when watching porhave uncovered some insight into the concept we normally nographic videos. The research is aimed at bringing to
consider common sense.
light reasons why men seem to enjoy porn more than
"Duke neurobiologists are studying how the brain makes women do.
Fairfield psychology professor Shannon Harding said that
decisions in social situations, and their findings suggest that
women's ideas on the
sight of sex and pom
are much more sensitive than men's.
"I can tell you
that research at
the Kinsey Institute tells us that
males and females
look at erotic material very differently," she said.
"In a study done
last year looking at
eye movements in
response to erotic
photographs, female subjects tended to 'divert their
attention' to nonsexual background
objects, while male
subjects tended to
focus on the erotic
material. In both instances, the subjects
Photo Illustration by Lorraine Lampe
Check it out: Researchers explore why guys are so quick to that Playboy.
were aroused."
BY ALLIE

RITACCO

Asked about porn and what they thought of the study,
students agreed that men enjoy it more than women do
and, therefore, watch it on a daily basis.
Some male students said they have pornographic
DVDs here at school, not to mention easily accessible
pornographic material found on the Internet.
Asked about their porn-watching habits, the consensus of male students who were interviewed was that porn
is strictly for pleasure. Many women who were surveyed
said they have never watched porn or choose not to because they do not enjoy it.
ABC News conducted a poll in 2004 called the
"American Sex Survey: A Peek Beneath the Sheets."
The survey's results showed that 70 percent of men think
about sex every day and 43 percent think about sex more
than once a day. These are high numbers in comparison
to the amount of women who think about sex daily — 34
percent — and the amount of women who think about
sex more than once a day — 13 percent — according to
ABC News.
It's no wonder men enjoy porn so much; sex is constantly on their minds.
However, the analysis was more than an attempt to
examine male and female porn-watching habits.
The Duke study as well as a similar one conducted at
Emory University are not only looking for reasons behind
men's attraction to sexual images, they are also exploring the
possibility of applying their findings to help uncover answers
regarding autism, a mental disorder that makes it difficult for
those who suffer from it to relate to others.
Researchers hope the findings will show why people
with autism and other mental disorders do not have the same
attraction to the opposite sex or sexual images, according to
an article from The Philadelphia Inquirer.
Who would have thought that porn, something with
very casual and sexual implications, could contribute to
medical advances in research on mental illnesses? Science
really is a miracle.
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God bless us, everyone
BY JACK MCNAMARA

With Christmas fast approaching, what are
you doing to get into the true 'spirit' of the season? Crissy Bowen, the retreat coordinator for
Campus Ministry, would like to know.
She has recently brought to light a new and
experimental idea to fulfill a student's spiritual
satisfaction in the form of an online retreat.
During a time when Christmas is more
about shopping and less about praying, an balance between the spiritual and the temporal becomes all the more difficult to maintain, Bowen
said. However, she
believes that preserving a sense of
equilibrium is a
necessity.
"It's really
hard to keep that
balance," she said.
"Actual spiritual
preparation really needs to be
our focus, and it's
the hardest to do
because there are
other things crowding our time."
FUSA President Hutch Williams '08 agreed.
"I think that Campus Ministry is realizing
that students today are very busy," he said, "but
this could allow students to escape spiritually
while remaining where they are physically."
This online program is based on the Spiritual
Exercises of St. Ignatius and is the product of
the Collaborative Ministry Office at Creighton
University. This initiative, which began on Dec.
2, will last for 34 weeks and focus on readings
of scripture. The entire program can be done
individually or in groups that meet once a week.
Newcomers can join at any time.
The idea initially drew a positive response
from students at Fairfield.
"I think that there should be a lot of thought
put into why we even celebrate [Christmas]," said
Jeremy Shea '10, a practicing Roman Catholic.
Shea said this sort of program might not be

for everyone.
"I think that this is a good idea for Catholics, but you have to realize that there are plenty
of people on campus who are not Catholic."
However, non-Catholic student AJ Piper
'08, who identifies himself as an agnostic, supported ideas similar to the online retreat. He
agree that we should try to prevent Christmas
from becoming just another consumer-driven
holiday.
"I have huge problems with how consumerism has dominated this, and almost every
other, holiday," he said. "There are many members of our country
who partake more
in the consumer
Christmas than the
Christian aspect of
Christmas."
The idea for
an online retreat
differs from other
programs Campus
Ministry has structured, such as the
Beaten Path or SOS.
In the past, these
programs have been set up by undergraduates
and disappear the moment the student organizer
graduates.
"Small faith-sharing programs usually
come and go with the student leaders," said
Bowen.
,
Whether or not the online retreat will follow a similar path is yet to be determined. As
of now, the project has garnered interest from
only a few people, but Bowen is flexible and
said that this is enough to get started.
"If somebody, anybody, comes up to me
and tells me that they're interested in this,
whether it be today, tonight or tomorrow, I will
work with them," she said.
Campus Ministry is one of the larger oncampus organizations at Fairfield University.
Further information about the online retreat
is available at www.creighton.edu/CollaborativeMinistry/cmo-re treat.html.
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Under pressure:
t I \•

1 ips to ease exam anxiety

BY ALLIE RHACCO

Winter vacation for most college students is highly anticipated. It's a break
from work, any drama you're dealing with at school, and a chance to be home
with y%ur former high school friends for a few weeks.
But IJiere's one thing standing in thetw^ajs
final exlKS. Ips year, don't
stress! Hfe are some t|ps tornake these fa
ks as relaxed as |tossible.
Brinj| lots of waterf Ice %ater ||
ural stimulant, ^pn better
than c6ffe% a few glasses of ice watl
tirfles can really Ito your
body stay awake and sharp, allowing you utili
r time and energy to rate best
of your ability. Not todmenlion that, water hydrlH pu. D^Mfation can
you to lose focusjgasily, become lethargic and gel|i||i|ra!nes 3- definitely
what you need right now. So, make sure you are drinking ... water, of course!*
Get enough sleep. The human body needs at least four hours of sleep per
night to function. II you djati't allow your body and mnijlto reboot through sleep,
you are only going to hill1yourself. Plus, if ya^gj& gffpg to Put a ^ot °f energy
into studying or working 6n that final paper, you have to be well-rested.
Eat healthy. Your middle school lunc^Jady wrft lying when she said that
food is fuel. Your mind needs nutrients to slSdy, Sif you are not eating full,
balanced meals, you are going to deprive your bodllpf whatJjyaeeds to put in
the energy your papers and exams require. '; ^ Ss
Make natrient-filled study snacks including JjMJ butter on crackers or rice
cakes and a tall glass of ice water to keep piul
Take breaks. If you h
stadyinfljjipn _-itop for a few days, you need
to relax your mind! It's £
more you study, the more familiar you'll
be with the material, but
time when you need toTjffcve yottr brain a
rest. Reward your
uneh with friends, goinfPb.the gym
or seeing.a movie.
Start studying early. Professors are"|P|
to design their exams and papers
to make you think about the material and appry(fc|ltart studying a few days in
advance to get through all the material that will becilpered on exam. This especially applies to freshmen who may have never had an exam with more than 20
chapters on it. Welcome to college.
I Work in groups. By now, you should know at least one person in every
class. Say 'hi,' get his/her number and set up a time to get together and study.
Even if you don't like to study in groups, spending time with a classmate covering the same material can help you understand concepts you wouldn't realize
by yourself.
You can answer each others' questions, quiz each other on the topics you
didn't quite get right the first time or proofread each other's papers. Help each
other catch the silly little errors that can be avoided when you work together.
The semester is almost over. Finish it with a bang without letting the papers
and exams get to you.
Hopefully, these tips will help you get through the last few weeks successfully. Take advantage of your resources.
For more tips, check out the full story at www.faiifieldmirror.com.

THE FLYING DISH COMMITS TO YOUR GOOD HEALTH

~

STAG CARDS WELCOME!

Energize your body with a Value-priced
all-natural meal starting as little as seven bucks*
Flying Dish Restaurant is a celebration of the world through food,
and now it's a celebration for Fairfield University students as well.
Please bring your active Fairfield U student ID card for dine in or take out, and receive 10% off
all of our menu items*, or place your express order online
with our Web-To-Go service at FlyingDish.com

Open Early+Open Late=Convenient
DON'T FORGET OUR
DINNER SPECIAL:

All-Natural Whole Rotisserie
Chicken Dinner w/ 2 Sides
SERVES UP TO 3 PERSONS

miNG DISH
FRESH, FUN & FAST'

Supporting education in the community & at Fairfield University
Breakfast • Brunch • Lunch • Dinner • Rotisserie & Express To Go * Happy Hour
1125 Post Road, Fairfield, CT 06824 Tel: 203.259.3500 www.flyingdish.com
* Excludes alcohol purchases
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HE said / SHE said

Dan Stanczyk

Jackie Mautone

Our grown-up Christmas lists
After 11 months of waiting, the
Christmas season is finally here,
so it's time to be nice to the people
we can't stand all year.
We tell teachers how much we've
learned and the strides that we've
made, all in the hopes that they'll
give us a better grade.
After all, it's finals week and
most of us are stressed, but our
grades need to make our par
ents impressed. Because what
they believe will influence the
kinds of gifts we'll receive.
Buying gifts for our parents and siblings might be
the worst, it's definitely an
area where I'm not wellversed.
This year I'm going to keep
it as simple as I can, so buying them all
Fairfield T-shirts is my plan.
College students are easy to please,
here's the short list: just booze and
trees.
We long for other things, but those
are the essentials; one thing we'd like is
an internship to boost our credentials.
We have no money so we are forced
to beg; we have to pay for Spring Break,
bills and the next keg.
Hopefully Santa will bring us new
clothes, as well as DVDs of our favorite
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TV shows.
There are some things we want and
others we need; Here's a quick want list
that in getting I hope to succeed.
What I really want is some rum in
my eggnog, or maybe a Lexington
Steele-sized hog.
I could also use a new suit so
that I look dapper, as well as a fresh
^ 12-pack in those golden wrapm. pers. Maybe some muscles
so I look like a hunk, or
another semester in the
bottom bunk.
The holiday season is
a time to unwind, a much
needed break from the daily
grind. We go to parties to
celebrate time away from it
all, but make a stumbling attempt getting to the bar for last call.
Over break you'll get sick of seeing
your mother, so make sure you get to
see your significant other.
And when you get her underneath
that mistletoe, drop your pants as far
as they can go.
Although we have been having lots
of fun, we now realize that half of the
school year is done.
For us seniors we have one semester
left and our degrees to get, so let's live
it up and make it the best one yet.

*
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Ahhh, the Christmas Season is
upon us. I can't think of one thing
that I don't like about this time
of year.
The cold weather is a great excuse
to never leave the house (and skip way
too many classes) and even though
Sara and Christina's baking skills don't
exactly compare to Mom's (sorry ladies), they're almost enough to make
it feel like home. Even The Bunny's
budget decorations get me in f,
the holiday spirit. "Formal
Attire Required" parties have
invaded the Beach, giving
everyone a reason to hang
up their jeans for a night.
And even though I'm sure
that the coming week will bring
with it some of the best nights of 2007,
I can't help getting a little nostalgic
around the holidays.
When I was little, I took pride in my
carefully constructed Christmas lists.
However, it's been brought to my attention that 21 years old is cutting it close
to the Christmas list age limit.
Sad, but true - we're not kids anymore. So, here is my "adult" Christmas
wishlist.
All I want for Christmas is...
1. For one of those BMW commercials where the girl comes home to
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a brand new car in her driveway with a
big red bow on it to actually happen to
me (attn: Dad).
2. For the "Christmas Shoes" song
to be banned from the radio - it's dangerous for awful drivers like me
to cry behind the wheel. (Maybe
I should rethink the brand new
car idea...)
3. To be at a party with Dan
Stanczyk and talk about someh^ thing other than The Mirror.
4. A better grade in
biology than Max. (attn:
Dr. Canuel)
5. For May 18 to
never, ever, ever get here
22 years old and unemployed is a scary thought.
Chances are, I won't receive most
of what's on this list. My Dad knows
better than to trust me with a brand
new car, Christmas Shoes will continue
to play 47 times a day, Dan will never
stop talking about The Mirror at parties
and elsewhere, and graduation is, sadly,
inevitable (but I'm still holding out hope
for that A in bio).
Now that I've helped you procrastinate on that take-home final for 15 minutes longer, put the newspaper down,
and go study! Good luck on finals, and
I'll see everyone in '08.
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CAREER CORNER
Top 10 Ways to Get Ahead in your "Career" During the Holiday Break
1.
2.
3.
f •

4.
5.

6.
7.
8.
9.

Ask family and friends who they know and how they can help you network
Tap into the Fairfield Alumni Network through the online community
Explore career options through Vault.com, 0*NET (http://online.onetcenter.
org), Occupational Outlook Handbook (http://www.bls.gov/oco) or What
Can I Do with this Major (www.fairfield.edu/cpc_majors)
Attend local career fairs or seminars to strengthen your network
Set up informational interviews with professionals to build your career
knowledge
Search for internships or jobs on eRecruiting, Online job board, Monster.
com, Indeed.com, Idealist.org or Justmeans.com
Build or update your resume
Draft cover letters tailored to specific internship and job opportunities
Work at a previous internship site to build your skills and network

And the final way you can leverage your time over break for career purposes.
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10. Invest in a suit!!
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As soon as you return for spring semester, recruiting will be underway!
Do you have your resume ready? Have you sharpened your networking
and interviewing skills? Do you have a suit for interviewing?
Schedule time now to meet with us in the Career Planning Center. We
can help with resume building, cover letter and thank you note writing,
networking and interviewing and more.
Email us at cpc@mail.fairfield.edu or call us at ext. 4081
to set up an appointment.
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COFFEE BREAK

www.fairfieldmirror.com

QUESTION OF THE WEEK

DECEMBER

HOW are you going to

byAnastasiaAlimaras
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cope with

StreSS during finds?

-Mr
I'm going to try and keep cool
and maybe go to the gym.

/ don't get stressed, 'cause I'm that
blessed.

-- Julia Viegas '09

- Frank Henderson '08

-U,
I'm going to drink tea and listen to
music.

Sleep a lot and procrastinate.

— Kiley Roohan '11

— Megan Hallissy '10

yy
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Proverbial cat naps!

lm just going to be a slop house and
play Halo 3 all day.

- Derek Marshall-Riley '08

- Pat Hoban '08
18ilii||f
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An ideal university experience
for sophomores
Unique Opportunities:
Live in Loyola Hall
Great sense of community
Quality Friendships
Special academic courses
Mentor program
Retreats
Cultural trips
Dinner events
Student programming committees
Ongoing conversations about the deeper questions of our lives

Sophomore year is full of fantastic opportunities.
How will you spend it?
Questions? Ext. 3325.
Applications available in Loyola Hall or
http://www.faculty.fairfield.edu/jmayzik/irc/index.htm
1 st round deadline February 1, 2008
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College Crossword
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by Joshua O'Connell

Thanks, Mom!
ACROSS
1.chooses
5. Wonderwall group
10. place to buy a sub
14. musical club
15. Roxette member nationality
16. used for branding in some parts
17. stare evilly
18. adjust
19. plenty
20. "Enjoy your greens!"
23. plans
24. leaves out
27. cooking flavor option
28. "Get some rest!"
32. tennis match unit
34. leader title, especially in Turkey
35. start fresh
36. poetic over
39. cruel dictators
42. one hundredth of one yen
43. Hawaiian party
45. add to
46. enclosed space
48. "It does your body good!"
51. shades
54. probe that offers environmental
information
55. head maintenance
58. "Drive safely!"
62. Bambi and her ilk
64. pig sounds
65. money in Western Samoa
66. Pulled along the ground
67. hit song from the '60s, perhaps

68. level
69. type of plant with an edible root
70. surface concavity
71. makes a mistake
DOWN
1. stares
2. weave into a braid
3. grow in incisors

1

2

3

'

14
17
20

1
21

6

7

8

9

'
"
'

11
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1
43

39
AA

48

29

33

38

49

30

41

I

60

67

69

70

4. tennis game starters
5. Missouri river
6. devoid of any mystery or reverence
7. paving stone once used for roads
8. suggestion
9. member of a Slavic people
10. troublesome issue
11. beach problems
12. parcel of land
13. not outs
21. insert, like on a Web page
22. cutoff
25. leafy object
26. stitched together
29. lap at the front of a coat
30. feeling of pride
31. consumes food
33. be abuzz

47
52

56

53
57

61

64

66

26

42

51

50
55

"

1

46

45

59

25

■ 35

34

54

63

A

NUMBER
LOGIC PUZZLE

©2007 Joshua O'Connell. All Rights Reserved, http://www.inpursuit.com

Place the numbers 1 through 9 in the grid so they appear once in
each row, column, and nine-box square.
PUZZLE #1 -EASY

31

40

1

13

/UDOKU

22
24

37

12

Minor

19

27

62

10
16

23

38

The

COFFEE BREAK

36.
37.
38.
40.

1

b
68

"

retired car brand, for short
Italian currency, today
outfit for a storm
winter activity, or the item used
for such an activity
41. term of respect in India, once
44. live through, like a surgery
47. surgical instrument
49. Type of parrot
50. popular pants
52. tasty dessert
53. army supplier
56. on a boat, for instance
57. Russian leaders, once
59. house covering
60. missile storage space
61.ceases
62. banned
63. important time

Looking for the answers? Head online to check
your answers at www.fairfieldmirror.com

1 2 8 7
5
6
6 7 2
9
2
8 9
7
4
8
9
6 4
2
7
4
2
3 1 6

PUZZLE #2-I MEDIUM

6

1

3
1 4

8
2
7

5
1

2

1
7

3 4 6
7

6 8
8 1 5
2
7

5 4
6 7
2
3 8

1 6
3 4

Week of
12/10/07

3

4
5
7

Looking for the answers? Head online to check
your answers at www.fairfieldmirror.com

OFF

ANY REGULARLY PRICED
PACKAGE/MEMBERSHIP
OR FULL-SIZED
LOTION BOTTLE.
Excludes lotion of Ihe month/EFTs. No sharing ol
packages/memberships. Cannot be combined witti any
other otters.
© 2007 Beach Bum Tanning

ONEWEEK

FREE
TANNING

WITH PURCASE OF
SINGLE SESSION.
(New Customers Only)
Consecutive day tanning. One tan per day.
No sharing of packages/memberships. Cannot be
combined with any other offer. Limit one coupon
per customer.
2007 Beach Bum Tanning

4

7
2 1
6 2
7 4

9
8

1

%

3

2
9

1 6

8
5

4

9
3 5

5 4

7

3

1
5 9

6
1

3
6 7
2

PUZZLE #4-BRAIN FREEZE

4 8
5

1 2
9 4

1
5 9 3

1

PUZZLE #3-HARD

9

7
4 3
2

'

Week of
12/10/07

ONE
PLATINUM TAN

with lotion
packette purchase.
Must show photo 1.0. Consecutive day tanning.
One tan per day. No sharing of packages/memberships
Cannot be combined with any other offer. Limit one
coupon per customer.
©2007 Beach Bum Tanning

SUNLESS TANS

2

FOR
$

20

Excludes Airbrush Tanning. Coupon applies to Sunless
Tans only. Excludes all other Titanium equipment.
All sessions expire after 30 days. No sharing of
packages/memberships. Cannot be combined with
any other offers. Manhattan prices slightly higher.
Limit one coupon per customer. Surcharges apply.

GRAND OPENING
Beach Bum Tanning

FAIRFIELD
1330 Post Road

(203) 292-6888
Open 7 days a week • 9 am 'til midnight

1 888 SUN TANN
FAIRFIELD STAG
CARDS ACCEPTED

beachbumtanning.com

www.fairfieldmirror.com

Letter to the
editor:
Alumnus calling out
school spirit
As an alumnus, I was disappointed and
embarrassed by the total lack of student
support this afternoon in Alumni Hall for
your women's basketball team.
The hard-fought game against leagueleading Marist had only 26 of you students
at the game — that's right 26. They were
outnumbered by your cheerleaders, dance
team and pep band. There were more
Marist fans from Poughkeepsie, N.Y., in
your building than you students despite
a 20" LCD HDTV being given away to a
lucky student.
I can understand your reluctance to
take a bus to Bridgeport, pay $5 to get into
the game and Arena at Harbor Yard prices
for something to eat. But this was a game
that you could walk to from your dorms or
the BCC, get in for FREE and get a get a
chance to win a television. More importantly, your loud and rowdy presence was
needed, but you just weren't there.
I'm sure that you all have a good excuse as to why you couldn't have taken less
than two hours out of your busy Sunday to
go to Alumni Hall to support your fellow
students as they played their hardest to represent you and the University today.
Don't bother telling some "Old School"
alumni old dude, tell Sabra Wrice '08, Meka
Werts '08, Stephanie Cziria '08 and the rest
of your fellow students on the team, I'm sure
they would like to know why you didn't
show up to support them.
-Thomas F. Leahy 73
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Mirror Sports briefs:
News from around Stags sports
National attention: Designated hitter Peter A1-!
len '08 was nominated for the Brooks Wallace Player:
of the Year Award, the highest honor for collegiate:
baseball players.
•
I
Last season Allen hit .380 with 35 RBI and 35:
runs, which all led the team. He also had a team-high!
.626 slugging percentage, the second best in the:
conference and the third-highest in Fairfield history.:
ALLEN
His league-best 23 doubles was a Fairfield school:
record.
•
He was honored by the New England Intercollegiate Baseball Association!
with first team honors and by the American Baseball Coaches Association:
with second team honors. He played in the New England Region All-Stari
igame at Fenway Park over the summer.
•
Allen and the Stags begin play on Feb. 22-24 as part of the Coca-ColaClassic, hosted by South Alabama.

Paige signs two: Men's tennis;
Head Coach Ed Paige signed two play-!
ers to the 2008-09 recruiting class. Dan!
Sauter, from Franklin Lakes, N.J., and!
Joe Michalsin, from Melville, N.Y, are!
both expected to be impact players.
Sauter, who attends Don Bosco!
Prep, is the seventh-rated singles!
PAIGE
!
player in New Jersey and ranked 28th!
!in the Boys 18-under USTA Eastern Section ratings.
Michalsin, who attends St. Anthony's, is a two-time defending Catholic champion and is ranked 12th in the Boys 18-under!
!USTA Eastern Section Rankings.
!
The Stags begin their spring season on Jan. 26 against!
JHartford and begin MAAC play on Mar. 18.

Top diver: Sophomore Taylor Stecko was named:
the MAAC Diver of the Week after his performance:
at the 2007 Harold Anderson Invitational.
Stecko won both the one-meter and three-meter:
diving events at the invitational, which took place at
the University of Rhode Island.
Last season Stecko won the three-meter title!
and he beat out six other divers to defend his title.!
His score of 222.85 was 23 points higher than the!
STECKO
second place finisher. He had more competition in the!
one-meter event but was able to beat Rhode Island's!
Logan Pearsall by five points, scoring a 227.85.
■
So far this season, Stecko has competed in all six of the Stags events!
and has swept the diving competitions four times. Against Yale on Dec. 1\
he placed sixth in both diving events.
;
Last season Stecko, who is from South Windsor, Conn., and attended;
East Catholic High School, qualified for the ECAC Championships and;
placed seventh in the three-meter and eighth in the one-meter. His finishes;
were both the highest in Fairfield history.
As a team, Fairfield placed fourth overall at the Harold Anderson Invi-;
tatipnal.. The Stags are back in action on Jan,. 19. against NJIT,

Paulus headlines
Frager's first class: Sarah Paulus officially signed a letter of intent!
committing Fairfield, joining Taryn!
Johnson from Brockton, Mass., and!
Desiree Pina from Plainville, Conn.
Paulus, sister of Duke point;
guard Greg Paulus, is the youngest;
of eight children, all of whom have;
FRAGER
earned Division I athletic scholarships.;
The 5-foot-9-inch guard, who plays at Christian Brothers;
Academy, has earned All-League honors in each of her three;
Seasons. She averaged 15 points and 9.1 assists last season.;
;She is a top-150 recruit in the country.
•;
Johnson, a 5-foot-11-inch forward, averages 18.5 points;
;per game along with 10 rebounds and was the 2007 Enterprise;
Player of the Year in Massachusetts. She was also named to;
jthe Boston Herald All-Scholastic team twice.
;
Pina, a 5-foot-6-inch guard, averages 14 points, five rebounds and five assists per game. She has been named to the;
All-State Team three times in her career.

Campbell becomes team leader
after numerous injuries
they are not an entity to the team. But I have
adapted my role to be as imperative to the team
as I would be on the court."
Through the ups and downs of her ca"It's a run of bad luck," said Head
reer, Campbell has stuck through it all.
Coach CJ Werneke. "[It] definitely took a
"She kept things pretty objective, and
toll on our program in ways that we were
she didn't wallow in self-pity," said Wercounting on her leadership on the court, not
neke. "It didn't hold her down. She came to
only playing just her spirit."
the conclusion there is nothing more
Senior Kelly Oliver
I can do."
agreed, saying that CampWhile being sidelined for three
bell's third consecutive inyears changed her role on the team,
jury came as a shock to the
perhaps it was one that needed to be
entire team.
filled. Oliver said that Campbell's mo"She has been injured
tivational speeches and words became
on and off for three years
her biggest role on the team this year.
now, but this was completely
Despite Campbell's inability to be on
unexpected," Oliver said.
the court, Oliver said that the role she
Campbell, a native of
played was just as important, if not
San Diego, Calif., did not
more, than that any other player.
pick up a volleyball until she
Oliver added that Campbell's
was 14, but instantly fell in
friendship, both on and off the court,
love with the game. Despite
have been essential to her success.
her late start, she quickly
"As a friend, the little things she
grew to be one of the top
does
for me or says to me kept me
players in California and
working
hard all season," she said.
was named as one of the top
Contributed Photo
"I can honestly say that I played the
150 recruits in the nation her Pumping up the team: Lauren Campbell '08 helps motivate her teamMAAC championship game for Laumates after suffering a season-ending injury early in the season.
senior year.
ren because she has been the rock I
Campbell's love for
lean on all season long."
and dedication to the game followed her to on them."
While Campbell wanted nothing more
Campbell's "team first" attitude has
Fairfield, where she made an immediate imthan for her team to succeed through these
pact on the team, both on and off the court. played a significant role in the program.
Werneke said that her drive and deter- four years, she is thankful for her friends and
"Lauren has always been so dedicated
to our team; her summer workouts have mination earns respect from players, while teammates during these injuries.
"Everyone in my life has been a part of
been committed to coming back healthy so her light-hearted spirit makes her an instant
my
recovery,
and even more than ever this
friend.
that she can make a difference on the court,"
semester,"
she
said.
Even
being
injured,
Campbell
never
said Oliver.
And
in
her
gregarious nature she joked
looked
back
or
considered
quitting
the
This dedication can also be seen in
that
it
is
what
it
is.
her selfless acts as a player. When asked to team.
"Every
year,
no matter what, I seemed
"I think I definitely changed my ideal of
redshirt her sophomore and junior years,
Campbell declined, saying that if there was what an impact player is," she said. "A lot of to have gone out with a bang," she said,
a chance for her to help her team, even for athletes think that if they are not on the field, laughing.
CONTINUED FROM P.
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one minute of the last match, she would be
there for them.
"If I was ready to play later in the season
and we hit MAACs and my team needed
me for one point or five points, I couldn't
say no to that," she said. "Regardless of my
personal desires to play a full season, if my
team needed me I couldn't turn my back

Want
more
Mirror
Sports?
Checkout
our blog:
www.
mirrorsports.
blogspot.com
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Cooky's recruits struggle along with entire team
CONTINUED FROM P.

20 .

program may be stuck in neutral instead
of accelerating at full speed.
The only tendency that Fairfield has
shown is its ability to lose games due to
its inconsistencies.
One day, they are pushing fifth-ranked
Georgetown to the limit; the next, they hand
a mediocre Yale team a road win.
"It seems like it's been the same script
for [five] straight games," said Cooley.
One obvious cause for concern is an
additional scoring option behind guard
Jon Han '09 and forward Greg Nero '10.
Anthony Johnson '10 has shown flashes of
brilliance but is only shooting 41 percent,
even though most of his shots come in
high-percentage opportunities.

Mike Evanovich '09 totaled 20 points
against Wake Forest, but since that night,
he has scored
only 32 points in
eight combined
games.
Another
potential problem may come
in a perceived
strength: recruiting.
Despite
being widely
COOLEY
regarded as a
skilled recruiter,
Cooley may be finding a difficult time
getting the right athletes to play for him
at Fairfield.

Fairfield University
"Student Only Special"

Aside from Johnson, who still has an
apparent need to improve his shot selection,
last season's recruits have been erratic at
best, particularly at guard.
Devin Johnson '10, hyped as a defensive standout, has only averaged eight
minutes per game this season. Rich Hemming and Roi Buchbinder, highly touted
Cooley recruits, failed miserably and did
not return this season.
This year, while Hawkins is finding a
niche, Warren Edney ' 11 has shown inconsistency in his shooting and Lyndon Jordan
' 11, a pure point guard brought in for depth,
has played 21 minutes in nine games.
Of course, there is still reason for
hope.
Three of the team's most recent losses
have come against premier opponents.

Let's Get Going

CHOICE #1
Large Cheese

$7.50

+ UH

Ad Jitimul topping) $2,00

330-0085

FREE DELIVERY

CHOICE #2
Large Cheese
& 2-liter soda

CHOICE #3
Buy Any 3 Grinders
Get One FREE

($10,00 minimum)

CHOICE #4
Any Large Salad i
Get Garlic Bread
i
t
FREE
I

CHOICE #5

CHOICE #6

2 Large Cheese

2 Large Pizzas
w/2 Toppings

$16.00 tax

Get Buffalo Wings FREE
Addition) topptag&M

Georgetown and Cincinnati represent two
of the schedule's more difficult out-ofconference competitors, and Siena is a
nationally accredited mid-major school that
defeated Stanford earlier this season.
Han has demonstrated his ability to become the lead scoring option, as evidenced
by his 22 points in an emotional win over
Sacred Heart on Nov. 18.
The team has been competitive in every game, regardless of the opponent, and
has demonstrated plenty of heart on the
court. Then again, a loss to lowly St. Francis (N.Y.) makes you wonder if a similar
turnaround to 2006 is possible.
"We're in a funk that I haven't seen us
[in]," said Cooley. "It's frustrating."
If the trend continues, that frustration
won't be going away any time soon.

Ride to the airport in the

Servicing all Airports.
Pricing from Fairfield:

Roominess and comfort
of a Ford Excursion at
affordable rates

- LaG
- JFK
- Nwrk
-WAP

$100.00
$120.00
$140.00
$95.00

Yannico, Inc Car Service
Call for Reservations
203-948-9467
Door to door service
Most airlines require arrival at the airport 2 hours before a
domestic flight and 3 hours before an international flight
Please allow plenty of travel time when
booking your pickiup

Tel: 203-948-9467
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Staph scare has athletes on guard
BY MARY THERESE CHURCH

43% OF ALL SKIN INFECTIONS IN THE UNITED
STATES ARE THE 111-SILT
OF ONE STRAIN OF MRSA

The Methicillin-Resistant Staphylococcus Aureus (MRSA) outbreak hit
headlines this fall when several cases
were reported in the New England area.
The most susceptible areas for this infection to occur are in gyms and athletic
facilities.
At Fairfield, however, the Athletic
Department has been more than proactive in trying to prevent any such outbreak among the student-athletes.
952 CASES OF MERSA
According to Director of Sports
Medicine Mark Ayotte, Fairfield has WERE REPORTED IN CONK
never had a serious outbreak and is hopLAST YEAR
ing to keep it that way.
"Where you get into problems is
if you let an injury go," Ayotte said of
these infections.
"But still, it's the equipment, lack
of cleaning the equipment... that leads
to these things," he said.
meeting about MRSA where he was
Ayotte also said that Fairfield does not taught preventative measures such as not
offer the types of varsity sports that MRSA sharing towels or water bottles with other
most often occurs in, such as football and teammates.
hockey.
Casey Frobey ' 10, who plays women's
In addition to keeping the equipment soccer, mentioned that her team received
and facilities clean for student-athletes, information about MRSA from its coach
the Athletic Department has now installed and other athletic personnel. Team memhand sanitizers next to every locker room bers were also required to clean out their
door and has posted information sheets in lockers and make sure that all of their
the locker rooms.
equipment was clean to help prevent any
Not only has the Athletic Department kind of infection.
taken strides to prevent MRSA, but it has
While Fairfield has taken steps in prebeen working to inform student-athletes of venting a MRSA outbreak, a MAAC rival
the threat as well.
school, Iona College, reported a "small
"There are posters and hand sanitizers epidemic" of MRSA.
all over the place, e-mails and handouts,"
Iona had a total of nine athletes and
said lacrosse player Nick Lattimore '08.
one coach who were infected, leading to
Lattimore said he attended a team the hospitalization of one student-athlete.

Men's basketball continues to
struggle, falls to 2-7
CONTINUED FROM P. 20
points with 2:41 left in the game, after Mike
Evanovich '09 hit a three-pointer and then
converted on a three-point play. But that was
as close as Fairfield got.
"It is frustrating; they are picked to win
the league, and we did not come out energized.
No one wanted to step up," said freshman

Yorel Hawkins, who had a team-high 16
points.
Hawkins, who has started all but one
game this season, is now third on the team
in scoring, with an average of 8.7 points per
game.
Fellow freshman Warren Edney is also in
the starting lineup and scored 15 points against
Yale last week. Edney is averaging
6.9 points per game.
Against Siena, the Stags struggled against the top-scoring team in
the MAAC.
"It is very difficult to play defense against a very good offensive
team. It's not like they were going
into many lulls; they are the leading scoring team in the league for a
reason," said Cooley.
"It is tough [to come back
when they keep scoring]. During the
game we made a few runs, but they
came down and hit a three here and
a three there. We started gambling
and it was easier for them to score,"
said Allen.
Fairfield is second to last in the
MAAC with an average of 61 points
per game. The Stags are allowing
67.6 points per game, which is third
best in the league.
Despite the strong defense, the
Stags have struggled to score all
season, and it has cost them down
the stretch the last five games, all
losses.
"I am down and I am disapJon Ollwerther/The Mirror pointed, but we have 14 days [beCarrying the Stags: Herbie Allen '09 helped Fairfield fore next game] to see where we are
going," said Cooley. "It is still early
stay in the game against Siena with 13 points, but in
the end it was not enough for a win.
in the season."

MRSA CAN RE TRANSMITTED THROUGH
SKIN TO SKIN CONTACT OR SKIN TO
OBJECT CONTACT

IMPROPER
TREATMENT
OF INJURIES
CAN LEAD TO
THE SPREAD OF
MRSA
Photo Illustration by Elyse Raby

Iona declined a response to any questions.
Even though the athletes from Iona
did not compete in competitions against
Fairfield, Frobey mentioned that her team
was still nervous playing Iona because of
the MRSA outbreak.
"A story got out that a girl on the team
had staph but she didn't," Frobey said. "We
were all freaking out when we were rubbing against her and her sweat was going
on our arms, but apparently it was OK."
However, Ayotte said that schools are
not required to inform other competing
teams of any type of infection that an athlete might have. He said that the school will
not allow an athlete to participate unless
the athlete is healthy, but other schools are
not informed of these situations.

Even though Fairfield's track record for infections is fairly clean, many
student-athletes still worry about a MRSA
outbreak.
"It's definitely scary to know that
some little cut can be life-ending," said
Lattimore. "I guess more so of a threat
[to lacrosse] because we don't really stay
as clean because of our equipment, so we
have to take extra measures to make sure
that we clean out our cuts and everything
like that."
Robyn Decker '09, who plays women's soccer, said she felt threatened when
her team could no longer use the hallway
during strengthening workouts.
"I felt that we were threatened when
we weren't allowed to do abs on the floor
anymore and not even allowed to sit on the
carpet because you might get something;
that's kind of scary."
Although the threat of MRSA still
lingers around the news and in the Athletic
Department, most student-athletes said that
the situation was handled appropriately and
effectively by the Athletic Department.
"It was on the news, so I feel it got a
little ridiculous but they calmed us down
a lot," said Frobey. "Not only have they
[the athletic staff] taken precautions to
make sure that there is not an outbreak,
but they have informed us enough so that
us athletes can relax."
The hand sanitizers, posters and clean
showers are positive outcomes of the
MRSA outbreak.
But Ayotte said it comes down to
keeping clean.
"There is no threat; we just have to
keep people clean and wash their hands,"
he said.

Caskin's hustle snags a win
CONTINUED FROM
P.
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30 turnovers. She is also
a good rebounding guard,
pulling down 4.5 rebounds
per game, third highest on
the team.
She tied for the teamhigh with seven against BC.
"That's just heart
and hustle," said Caskin.
"You just want to get that
ball."
Caskin is averaging
34.6 minutes per game and
is a key part to running the
Stags' offense.
"Taking care of the
ball is a priority for any
basketball team," said
Wrice after the loss against
Marist.
"Megan does an excellent job of that. When
we stop turning the ball
over, we're a much better
team. A lot of credit goes
to her. If she's taking care.
of the ball, it helps everyone else follow suit," she
added.
Caskin said Frager's
half-court offense has
helped the team this
season.
"This year we have
much more structure to
what we are doing and
we are more focused and
we are executing," she
said. "It's working well
for us."
"Mostly, I look to dis-

Breaking ankles: Megan Caskin '09 and the Stags upset BC 59-54. They will look to continue that momentum
throughout winter break.
tribute the ball," she said.
"I have to work on my
confidence in shooting."
While she is not a
scoring guard, Caskin has
hit a few big shots this
season.
Against Sacred Heart,
she finished with six
points, all of which came
in the final minutes of the
game.
Her three, with the
score tied, proved to be
the winning points in the

competitive game.
"Megan's primary
look is to feed first, but she
stepped up and hit her shot
when she needed to," said
Wrice after the game.
Caskin and the Stags'
hustle led them to an upset
of an ACC team.
Fairfield looks to continue that success over the
winter break in the Fordham Tournament, which
begins Dec. 29, and in its
MAAC schedule.

Editor: Tom Cleary
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One year later,
still no better
KEITH CONNORS
ON-BASKETBALL

David beats Goliath
Women's basketball upsets Boston College
BY CHRIS SIMMONS

Immediately after a one-sided loss to
Manhattan a season ago, men's basketball
Head Coach Ed Cooley stood outside the
locker room and said, "If there was a.positive
in this game, I thought our assistant coaches
were well dressed."
"We were terrible," he added emphatically.
It wasn't just the loss that troubled
Cooley, it was the trend.
The Stags had lost five of six games and
went into the winter break with far more
questions than answers.
Now, one year later, Siena has defeated
the Stags, 74-61, handing them their fifthstraight loss.
The energy-less defeat came only a few
days after Fairfield allowed a 2-5 Yale to
invade Alumni Hall and win in overtime.
"We had a bad performance tonight,"
said Cooley. "We were not good from start
to finish. Right now, we are not a good
team."
Once again, the team goes into the
winter break on a downward spiral. And
once again, the questions far outweigh the
answers.
"It's tough," said guard Herbie Allen
'09, referring to the Stags' recent rough
stretch.
"We prepared [for Siena] for two days.
It seemed like we just threw the stuff that
we learned [in the] last two days out the
window," he said.
Last season's Fairfield squad surprised
fans because it encountered relatively low
expectations from the beginning.
With a new coach and an inexperienced
roster that lacked a proven scorer, the Stags
were expected to take their lumps and learn
the ropes.
While that proved true early on, a stretch
of seven-straight MAAC wins and a senior
who refused to lose turned the season around
and made Fairfield relevant in the conference again.
That winning streak as well as veteran
leadership were supposed to be the stepping
stones to a better season and a promising
future.
One season later, it appears that this

Coming off two-straight MAAC
losses and facing its third game in five
days, the women's basketball team was in
danger of blowing its momentum from its
season-opening 6-1 run.
Despite going up against 6'6" and
6'4" players in the opposing frontcourt,
the Stags used their speed and hustle to
upset Boston College 59-54 and improve
to 7-3 overall (0-2 MAAC).
"It was a battle the whole game,"
said junior co-captain Baendu Lowenthal.
"A lot of blood was shed. It was a good
win."
Head Coach Joe Frager was worried
that the Stags would struggle after a grueling schedule and two-straight MAAC
losses against St. Peter's and Marist.
"With only one day to prepare and
coming off those two games, I thought our
women did just a tremendous job today,"
said Frager.
Co-captain Sabra Wrice '08 led the
Stags with 24 points, while Lowenthal
'09 banged around in the post, managing
to score 20 points and pull down seven
rebounds.
Lowenthal used her quickness to
draw the BC players out of their comfort
zone.
"That's one advantage we have
against bigger post players," said Lowenthal.
Wrice and Lowenthal are normally
counted on to carry the load for the Stags,
but other players stepped up as well. Lauren Groom '09 hit a big shot with 2:03 left
to give the Stags the lead.
But Groom would not have had the
chance if it were not for junior point guard
Megan Caskin.
"I think Megan Caskin did a great job
delivering the ball to her," said Frager.

Peter Caty/The Mirror

Fighting forward: Sabra Wrice '08 scored a team-high 23 points in the win over BC.
"She came off a high ball screen and the
first option was to get Sabra spotted up,
but at the last minute she saw Lauren cutting along the baseline and made a great
pass to get the ball to her."
Never known for her scoring and

Men's basketball
"frustrated" by fifthstraight loss

averaging only 2.9 points per game,
Caskin earns her time on the court in
other ways.
She leads the team with 42 assists to
SEE "CASKIN'S" ON P.
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Overcoming hardships
Campbell remains positive
despite injury-plagued career
BY MARY THERESE CHURCH

SEE "COOLEY'S" ON P.
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BY TOM CLEARY

The men's basketball team
had a chance for a fresh start
on Friday night as it began the
MAAC season with a home
game against Siena. With a win
over the Saints, the Stags would
move to 1-0 and the struggles of
the non-conference games would
be in the past.
Instead, Fairfield's slump
continued as the Stags were
beaten handily, 74-61, their fifthstraight loss. They are now 2-7
overall and 0-1 in the MAAC.
"We had a bad performance
tonight. We were not good from
the start to finish, we looked
lackluster, we looked energyless and we did not play well at
all," said Head Coach Ed Cooley
One of the those days: Men's Head Coach after the loss. "Right now we are
just not a good basketball club,
Ed Cooley said he is frustrated with the
and we have a long way to go."
Stags' "lackluster" start to the season.

Fairfield led the game only
once, 4-2 in the first few minutes,
and was never within nine points
for the rest of the game.
Junior guard Herbie Allen
kept the Stags in the game during
the first half, with 11 points off of
the bench. In only eight minutes
of play, he was 3-for-4 from
beyond the arc and was 2-for-2
from the free throw stripe.
"Herbie was a big plus for
us off the bench," said Cooley.
"I talked to him before the game,
and told him what I needed
him to do and he came out and
executed."
"There were a couple of
bright spots in our lineup but
you can't do it individually. It
is really frustrating right now,"
he said.
The Stags were within nine
SEE "MEN'S" P.
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You may have seen her on the sidelines;
the one who cheers louder than anyone else,
the one with the most spirit and, conveniently,
the one with the mohawk. Over the summer,
senior volleyball player Lauren Campbell
waited in anticipation to join her team for her
last season on the court.
However, like the previous two seasons,
Campbell found herself sidelined before
her season could even start. This year, during a preseason match against Stony Brook
University, the middle blocker ruptured her
CAMPBELL
left achilles tendon, which quickly ended her
season and, ultimately, her career as a Stag.
"I prepared myself during the summer, how I would handle [it] if
I got hurt," Campbell said. She tore her right calf sophomore year and
tore her left calf junior year, both during the preseason.
"This year was harder than the others because I realized I would
never step on.the court with my seniors again, let alone play competitive
volleyball again," she said.
Not only was the third-consecutive injury a blow to Campbell, but
also was a blow to her team and coaches.
SEE "CAMPBELL" ON P.
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